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PREFACE

Future renaote sensing of the atmosphere and the earth's surface by

spaceborne microwave radiometers will require an antenna that can provide

conical scanning for high-resolution mapping, dual-linear polarization for

precise signal discrimination, high beam efficiency for large target contrast,

and multiple frequency operation ovcr a range from 3 to 40 GHz. In the

straightforward approach, which has been followed to date, one antenna is

utilized for each frequency of interest; the resulting multiple antennas create

problems in weight, deployment, and dynamic balancing of the spacecraft,

when mechanical scanning is employed. An attractive alternative is the use

of one antenna that can operate at more than one frequency. The practicabil-

ity of such a multi-frequenc V antenna, specifically, one that can operate

simultaneously at five frequencies with both vertical and horizontal linear

polarization, was considered in detail hy the Hughes Aircraft Company. The

program consisted of a comparative study of various antenna systems, both

mechanically and electronically scanned, in relation to specified design goals

and desired system performance; the results are reported in this document.

The study involved several distinct tasks: definition of candidate

antennas that are lightweight and that, at the specified frequencies of 5, I0,

18, 22, and 36 GHz, can provide the desired conical scanning, dual-linear

polarization, and simultaneous multiple-frequency operation; examination

of various feed systems and phase-shifting techniques; detailed analysis of

several key perforrnance parameters such as beam efficiency, sidelobe level,

and antenna beam footprint size; and conception of an antenna/feed system

that could meet the design goals. Candidate antennas examined include phased

arrays, lenses, and optical reflector systems. Mechanical and electrical
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performance characteristics of the various systems were tabulated for ease
of comparison.

It was concluded that a system comprised of an offset dichroic para-
bolic reflector, a dichroic planar surface, and two corrugated feed horns is

the candidate to cover the entire frequency range and provide both com-

ponents of linear polarization. Scanning would be accomplished by mechanical

movement of the entire system. With careful attention to mechanical toler-

ances, the recommended system ,_ould have an estimated beam efficiency of

greater than 85 percent.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Remote sensing of the atmosphere and the earth's surface by micro-

wave radiometric techniques poses a difficult antenna system design problem.

For example, the microwave radiometer onboard COSMOS 243 has four

channels ranging from 3. 5 to 37.5 GHz, and the Scanning Multispectral

Microwave Radiometer to be flown on Nimbus-G has five channels ranging

from 4.99 to 36 GHz. Similar multiple operating frequencies have been

proposed for radiometric systems for inclusion on the Earth Observation

Satellite and on SEASAT; present plans involve sampling of the frequency

band in the range from 3 to 40 GHz at five discrete frequencies so that at

least five scanned antennas might be deployed on one satellite. This prolifera-

tion of antennas creates problems in their deployment as well as in the

dynamic balancing of the satellite itself, if mechanical scanning techniques

are utilized.

Future research and development in microwave radiometry, as a

spaceborne remote sensing technique, requires an antenna that can provide

conical scanning for high-resolution mapping, dual-linear polarlzation for

precise signal discrimination, high beam efficiency for large target contrast,

and multiple frequency operation over a range from 3 to 40 GHz. Ideally,

such an antenna must also be lightweight. An interesting solution is the use

of one antenna or only a few antennas that operate at more than one frequency.

The practicability of such a multi-frequency antenna was considered in

detail by the Hughes Aircraft Company through a comparative study of

various antenna systems, both mechanically and electronically scanned,

in relation to specified design goals and desired system performance. The

results of this stud}- are reported in this document.



i. i DESIGN GOALS

The ultimate goal for the microwave radiometric antenna system

studied during the program is sl.multaneous operation at five frequencies
with either vertical or horizontal polarization at each frequency. The center

frequencies specified for the initial design are 5, I0, 18, 22 and 36 GHz, and
the RY bandwidth of each channel should be greater than or equal to 500 MHz.

The parameters desired at each frequency are indicated in Table l-l.
The linear size of the 3-_B antenna beam footprint on the earth's

surface, from an altitude of i00_3kin, is to be approximately equal to the
instantaneous field-of-view values _iven in Table l-1. (It should be noted

that the values for this parameter and for several others are provided for

two aperture sizes: 1 and 2.meters. } The footprint size constraint should

hold for any antenna beam scan a.n_le. The linear size of the antenna foot-

in the h_-traL!< lw£th respect to the spacecraft orbitalprint is the length, L i,

velocity vector} direction and th': length, Lc, in the cross-track direction,

when the antenna is in the non-scannh_ position. The antenna system must

also provide coaxially oriented beams, with respect to the radiating aper-

ture, at each of the five operating frequencies.

TABLE 1-1. MICROWAVE R..ADIOMETER ANTENNA

SYSTENI DESIG:q GOALS ::_

_L_:_at-&r't'te te r

Wavelength. cm

RF bandwidth, MHz

Aperture size, m

3rd B beamwldth, deg

de_rees

Scan time, seconds

J.nstantaneous field of

v |e ",_,,km

J.n-tra_k

Cross-track

6

500

I 2

4.3 2. I 2.

30 L5 15

C_.n_er Operating Frequency IGHz)

1' l_ 22 be

3

5 0 0

1 67

500

1 Z

]9 0.6

8 4

1 Z

1

1.0

7

1

1.36

500

2

0.5

I

Oc

4

l

ST. 72 27 87 45 58 22 80

32.03 1602 26.21 13.11

0.3

2

2

13 9D

E- 0l

Based on an orbital altitude of 1000 krn, an ear:r :adtus of c371 krn, an orbital period of I00 mmute_, am

orbital velo<*t'_ of 7. 72 kin/s, and a ground tra: a. _e]ot It} of 6 67 kmts.

Antenna stan times are for contiguous coverag, at calF. Irequency.
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It is desired that the antenna beams execute approximately conical

scanning with the cone axis parallel to the local vertical. The half-angle of

, is to be 45 degrees and an angle of incidence at the surfacethe cone, {_c

of the earth, 0 i, of 55 +2 degrees is to be maintained. The minimum total

scan angle, 0 , in the azimuthal direction is to be +35 degrees with respect
S

to the spacecraft velocity vector.

The maximum side]obe level of the antenna system in the scanned

direction (cross-track) is to be more than 25 dB below the major lobe for

all beam angular positions, and the maximum level of all sidelobes in the

cross-scan (in-track) direction is to be more than 15 dB below the major

lobe. Cross-polarization isolation between the two linearly polarized

components must be greater than 25 dB.

Mechanically scanned systems, if utilized, must be statically and

dynamically balanced about the scan axis so that gyroscopic torques that

might wobble the spacecraft are avoided. In addition, the net angular

momentum of the scanning antenna must also be reduced to a negligible

value by some means of compensation. Perturbations to the spacecraft

are to be held below a rate of 0. 01 degree per second.

The exposed surfaces of the antenna system will be subject to the

extreme temperature ranges encountered in spaceflight (-ZOO to +I00°C),

and at any time, the antenna system may experience temperature differen-

tials across the structure within this range. Consequently, the structure of

the antenna syste_T_ must be so designed that the operating characteristics

of the antenna are not appreciably degraded by the stresses resulting from

these differentials.

The question of antenna system losses was not addressed in detail;

losses are directly correlated with the sensitivity and the range of tempera-

tures that can be obtained with any one system, and detailed discussions are

available in the literature. Beam efficiency, however, which is considered

to be the most critical parameter, was studied extensively. Because of its

prime importance, it must be as high as is practicable; consequently, the

design goal is set at 85 percent for all scan angles. General aspects of

this parameter as related to radiometric antennas are considered in the next

subse ction.



I.2 BEAM EFFICIENCY

As mentioned above, the most critical parameter of a radiometric

antenna is its beam efficiency. Beam efficiency may be defined as the per-

centage of the total radiated power that lies within the main beam with the

desired polarization when the antenna is viewed as a transmitting antenna.

Alternatively, it is the percentage of the total received power from a uni-

form distribution of sources, all at one temperature, that comes through

the main beam with the desired polarization. It is a measure of how well the

antenna discriminates against sources outside the main beam and is related

to the average sidelobe level. If the beana is essentially circular out to the

first null, then it can be shown that the average gain of the sidelobes is

given by

G = I - _ (i-i)

say _@_)lCOS

where a is the fraction of power in the main beam with the desired polariza-

tion (beam efficiency} and @0 is the null-to-null beamwidth. For apertures

with distributions of the form

[fir) = b + 1 - (l-z)

where D is the aperture diameter, b is the pedestal, and r is the radius

from the aperture center, the relationship between haif-power beamwidth

and beamwidth is in Table 1-2. If 2. 65 is takennull-to-null given as

a representative value of the ratio, the values in Table 1-3 then give the

acceptable average sidelobe gain relative to isotropic. It is evident that,

for the narrow beamwidths considered, the acceptable average sidelobe

gain is very insensitive to the beamwidth and depends primarily on the

required efficiency. In the absence of errors in the aperture distribution,

4
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TABLE 1-2. RATIO OF NULL-TO-NULL

BEAMWIDTH AND HALF-POWER

BEAMWIDTH

(See Equation l-Z)

Exponent

(p)

0

1

2

Pedestal (b)

0

2.39

2.57

2.76

1/4

Z.39

2.55

Z.73

TABLE 1-3. ACCEPTABLE AVERAGE GAINS OF

SIDELOBES RELATIVE TO ISOTROPIC

Half- Power

Beamwidth

(degreesl

O. 29

0.59

0.97

2.13

4.27

Average gain of Sidelobes (dB)

With O. 85- With O. 90-

BeamEfficiencg Beam Efficienc

-8. Z4 - 10.0

-8. g4 -10.0

-8.24 -10.0

-8. 23 - 9. 99

-8.20 c).Q_

the mean sidelobe level can be made extremely low and the corresponding

beam efficiency can be very high. }-or example, for the case b = 0 and

p = 1, the beam efficiency in the absence of errors is 98. 3 percent {Hansen,

1964). For uniform illumination, the beam efficiency is 83.8 percent.

However, random errors produced by manufacturing and component

tolerances can cause a significant reduction of this ideal efficiency by



introducing phase errors into the aperture distribution that remove some of
the main beam energy and scatter it into the sidelobe region.

Another aspect that affects a dual-polarized mh-rowave radiometric
antenna is the cross-polarization isolation; the relatie, nship of this param-

eter to the overall beam efficiency is shown in the derivation that follows.

As stated previously, beanl efficiency is defined as the ratio of the

power received by the antenna within the first null of the major lobe in a

given polarization to the total power received by the antenna for all polari-
zations. Let

P
rrlb - v

P
t-v

Pt-h

power in wanted polarization (vertica] polarization

as an example} in main beam

total received power by antenna for vertical polarization

total received power by antenna for horizontal polariza-
tion

Then the beam efficiency can be expressed as

+ P t_.tal received powerv Pt-v t-h
_1-3)

The cross-polarization isolation {CPIi is defined as the catio of the

power received by the antenna system \_ithm tile first null of the maior

lobe in a given iwanted) polarization to the total power received by the

antenna from all angles in the other polarization (unwanted}:

CPI
P F[1 b - v

P
t - h

_1-4)

6
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Then, from Equation (I-3),

(BEy) (Pt - v + Pt - h ) : Pmb - v

B_
V

CPI p x (total power received
t- h

(1-5)

Thus, the cross-polarization isolation is the ratio of the beam efficiency and

the fraction of the total power appearing as cross-polarized power.

In the design of a dual linearly polarized antenna, definition of the

cross-polarized isolation provides some indication of the way in which the

beam efficiency could be improved, i.e. , by reduction of the cross polari-

zation. However, it is only a necessary condition in specification of the

beam efficiency. As an example, for a cross-polarization isolation of 2_ dB

and a beam efficiency of 85 percent, the iraction of cross-polarized power

would be

Pt - h/Ptotal = -26 dB

1. 3 PROGRAM SUMMARY

The study program performed by Hughes invoh, ed several distinct

tasks. Candidate antennas, both mechanically and electronically scanned,

were defined that, at the specified frequencies, can provide the desired

generalperformance: conical scanning, dual-linear polarization, and

simultaneous multiple-frequency operation. Various feed systems were

also examined, as were different phase-shifting techniques. The. candidate

systems included phased arrays, lenses, and optical reflector systems that

are extensions of single-frequency systems with multiple or broadband

feeds.



In general, the use of arrays directly as the main antenna aperture

provides the most flexibility and aperture control. In addition, arrays suffer

little pattern degradation aa a function of scan angle. However, because

they may require many large modules and complex feeding systems, arrays

may be quite heavy. If the array is large, the weight can be reduced by

thinning the aperture, but at the expense of a rise in the far-out sidelobe

level and a decrease in beam efficiency. Arrays are most naturally single

steered-beam systems but can be n_ade into multiple-beam syster_s by the

addition of appropriate feeding networks. Phased arrays present three

specialized areas of concern: the design of radiating branch lines to handle

both senses of polarization and/or multiple frequencies, the design of a

feeding network that includes phase shifters, and the interleaving of arrays

to cover multiple frequencies fronl a single aperture.

Reflectors are light and broadband, with bandwidths limited only

by type of feed. They can be unfurled so that large apertures can be obtained.

Large symmetrical systems have better polarization characteristics than

offset systems, but aperture blockage is reduced or eliminated with the latter.

Depending on the feed system used, reflectors can be either single steered-

beam antennas or multiple-beam antennas. When fed by arrays, they are

more naturally single, steered-beam systeins. Use of a feed array provides

considerable control over the aperture distribution _c, that good sidelobes

can be maintained when the beam is moved. Such antennas can be made into

multiple-beam systems by the addition of beam-forming networks, but this

approach adds significant complexity. Feeds forn_ed from clusters of horns

are more naturally nlult[ple-beam systems with separate terminals. The

sidelobes of the secondary patterns, however, may be less easily controllable

for the various beams in the coverage region compared with those generated

by an array feed.

Lens antennas are not subject to aperture blockage effects and,

because of their large number of degrees of freedon_, can be designed to

provide relatively little pattern degradation for off-axis beams. They

tend to be heavier than reflectors. Depending on their type and construction,
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they may be broadband or narrowband. The bandwidth of the bootlace lens

is limited primarily by the bandwidth of the elements at the faces of the

lens; the bandwidth of the waveguide lens is inherently somewhat narrow,

but this type of system can be made lighter in weight than the bootlace lens.

It was concluded that a system comprised of an offset parabolic

reflector, a dichrolc mirror, and tv, o corrugated feed horns is a candidate

to cover the entire frequency range and provide both components of linear

polarization. Scanning will be accomplished by moving the entire system

mechanically. With careful attention to mechanical tolerances, the system

would have a beam efficiency estimated at greater than 85 percent.





2. 0 PHASE-SCANNED ARRAYS

Several different types of arrays that are amenable to phase-scanning

techniques were examined; the results of these substudies are presented in

this section. The problem of maintaining the desired polarization over

the scan angle is germane to all the arrays studied and is discussed first.

2. I POLARIZATION CONSIDERATIONS

When phased arrays are used to scan a radiometric beam electron-

ically, care must be taken to ensure that the desired polarization is main-

tained over the scan angle. Vertical and horizontal polarizations are defined

in this discussion with respect to Figure 2-1. The horizontally polarized

GROUND TRACK

Figure Z-1. Vertical and horizontal components of polarization.

l l Precedingpageblank



component of the electric field strength vector lies perpendicular to the plane

formed by r and h. The "vertical" component of the electric field strength

vector lies in the plane formed by r and h and is perpendicular to r.

For true vertical polarization to be obtained over the scan track by

means of elcctronically scanned beams, the radiating elements themselves

must provide true vertical polarization on the scan track. Radiators that

provide vertically directed electric currents, such as vertical dipoles, fall

into this category. Similarly, for true horizontal polarization to be provided

over the scan track by means of electronically scanned beams, the radiating

elements must provide true horizontal polarization on the scan track.

Vertical slots or current loops with vertical axes fall into this category.

For example, if vertical slots are used to obtain horizontal polarization,

the proper polarization is maintained as the beam is scanned over a cone

about the vertical axis, because the electric field vector lies on circles

concentric with the slot axes and hence is everywhere horizontal. However,

if horizontal slots are used to obtain vertical polarization {i.e. , in the plane

of incidence), the correct polarization is obtained only along the ground track.

As the beam is scanned through angles ¢b on a cone on either side of the ground

track, the polarization becomes tilted until, in the limit as ¢b approaches

90 degrees, the polarization becomes purely horizontal. The ratio of the

vertically polarized component to the horizontally polarized component is

given by

This function is plotted in Figure Z-2 for a cone angle, O c, of 45 degrees.

It is apparent that the desired polarization isolation is not maintained.

The polarization problem could be corrected if the appropriate frac-

tion of signal from the horizontally polarized array were subtracted from

the "vertically" polarized array to cancel out the contribution from the

horizontal component in its output. Such a cancellation scheme would be

IZ
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Figure 2-2. Relative vertically and
horizontally polarized radiation

from horizontal slot as a
function of ¢6for a

45-degree (_/4)
cone angle.

scan-dependent.

vary as

The remaining vertically polarized component would then

E cos @p

z = k/ z ze z_
v cos e + sin cos

C c

At _ = 35 degrees and Oc : 45 degrees, a signal loss of 0. g-3 dE_ results,

compared with thet obtained x_ith a true verticatly polarized antenna, such as

13



a vertical dipole. An analogous situation occurs if horizontal dipoles are

used to obtain horizontal polarization over the coverage cone.

For arrays in x_hich crossed slots are utilized, the maximum cross-

track scan angle that can be achieved is 4. 55 degrees, if vertical polarization

with a cross-polarized level less than -25 dB is to be maintained without a can-

cellation scheme. Because the cross polarization is knoxvn for a particular

array, _t can be removed in the signal processing system of the radiometer if

the two received components are added properly in phase and amplitude as the

array is scanned. This cancellation might be performe_ using a two dimen-

sional array composed of vertical arrays similar _o that discussed in Section

2.2. 1. The horizontally polarized outpllt of the arrays of vertically directed

slots \vould be divided into t_vo parts. 2-he first part is used as the horizontally

polarized output. The second part _:>uld be weighed by an electronically con-

trolled attenuator that is synchronized _ith the scan controller. This weighed

signal is combined with the output _)f the horizontal slots in such a _ay as to

cancel the horizontal components generated by the slots, leaving only the verti-

cal component. The signal combining would be accomplished in circuitry that

carrie after the S/N of the system was established. If this processing is per-

formed al IF. it precludes the use of a single receiver that switches sequen-

tially between the two conaponents. Ho\vever. the processing could also be per-

formed at RY by n_eans of variable pov, er dividers controlled in synchronism

with the antenna scan; in this case. a s!nu]e s\_itched receiver could be used.

The polarization problem should be kept in mind during a revie_._, of the

various arrays discussed in the follo\_ing pages because some of the antennas

requ_,re some type of cancellation scheme for ti_e desired polarization purity

to be obtained,

2.2 SINGLE FREQUENCY ARRAYS

For the case in \xhich a separate phased array is used to cover each

of the five frequency bands, the requirement for dual polarization still n-_an-

dates use of a specialized array. Because of volume limitations, however,

it is highly desirable that the vortical and horizontal components of the

signal at a given frequency come from the same aperture. Therefore, only

dual-polarized arrays are discussed here. At the millimeter-wave frequen-

cies _/or \xhich this radion-_etric system is intended, either slot or ro-_nd-

hold radiators are highly desirable because of the small dimensions involved.

In the 5- and 10-GHz bands, dipoles might also be considered practical.

14
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2.2. 1 Square-Waveguide Dual-Mode Array

One method by which a dual-polarization capability can be obtained

from a slot array is by the launching of two orthogonal modes, TE01 and

TEl0, into square waveguide. Nonresonant crossed slots cut into one wall

of this waveguide would couple to the two modes in a controllable fashion.

One arm of the crossed slot couples to one mode and the other arm to the

other mode. I-tence, orthogonally polarized signals can be separated at

the ends of the arrays by orthomode transducers. A linear X-band array

that operates on this principle (Figure 2-3) was built and tested successfully

at Hughes (Goebels and Fong, 1965_. A number of these linear arrays

can be paralleled to form a planar array. A nonscannLng array of this type

that directed four different beams into four different quadrants was also

built and tested at Hughes (Miller and Forman, 1966). It performed very

well.

PORT 2 BEAM PORT I BEAM

SL TEto MODE

BEAM '__T HC)GC)N AL

( MO_
PORt 3 BEAM _'_l TRANSDUCER

SHUNT SLOT_ _ "PORt 4

TE01 MODE

•SOUSEWAVEGUI_
TR_ISSION UN_

PORT1 i:l _'_ l_ T2
TEIO t_OOE TEoI MODE

Figure Z-3. Four-port, four-beam

linear array.

A phased array composed of dual-mode square waveguides can be

obtained by incorporation of orthomode transducers on the end of each branch

line. Two sets of terminals are thus made available, one for each orthogonal

component of signals received by the array. Two corporate feeds and two

sets of phase shifters are then required to complete the antenna. The two

15



sets of phase shifters must be very nearly identical and driven in the same

manner to make the two orthogonally polarized beams track precisely. An
array similar to this configuration was built and tested at 37 GHz (Pascalar,

1974). The aperture, which is square, is comprised of 109 individual linear

arrays; orthomode transducers at each array output separate the two polari-

zation components of the received radiation into two individual rectangular

waveguide outputs. The beam of each polarization component is then indi-
vidually steered by two groups of current-controlled phase shifters. The

phase-shifter outputs are summed in separate edge-slotted waveguide arrays.
The electronics are mounted on the back surface of the antenna. Some of the

pertinent characteristics are given in Table g-1.

TABLE 2-I. CHARACTERISTICS OF 37-GHz RADIOMETER

Paramete r

Beamwidth, degrees

Beam efficiency, percent

Dimensions, inches

Weight lincluding receiver and

electronics), pounds

Deployment

Power consumption

Value

1.17x0.73

-90

Length- 39,

99

width- 39, depth - 4

39-inch square faces forward

55 watts at 24. 5 volts

With the addition of circulators, a single phase shifter could be used

to scan both polarizations simultaneously and thereby eliminate the need for

two sets of drivers. At 5 GHz, this type of array can be implemented by

mear.s of dipoles and stripline feeding systems.

Z.2.2 Overlaid Linearly Polarized Arrays

Another type of waveguide slot array that radiates dual-polarized

energy is shown in Figure 2-4 This array, an experimental K -band model
a

built at Hughes, consists of two, independent, standing-wave arrays, one

16



overhid on th,:_oth,._r (Strirh_r, ]974). The lo'_:_r half <onsists oi 10 linear

arrays_ each ,.cith l0 shunt slots _:ut in t}_._ bro_d wcdl. Feeding {s accom-

plished via shunt-series slots from th¢_ broad v.,;dl of a c_mtrall_ located

input ',,vaw>gutd_. The upper i_alf of the antenna _:onsists of 1] linear arrays,

each having 10 in_'iined shunt slots cut i]_ ti_: narrow ".'all. rh_, inclination

of the slots w_th respect to the ',vavegutde _'b" di:mt_ns[on is alternated from

slot to slot to aci_i_\-e in-phase radLation for slots spa</,_d at 0. 7 free-space

wavelength. These:, upp(:r arrays ar_ orthogonalty polarized con_pared with

the polarizatfon of the.. arrays in the lo_,.'<t r ha!t of tht_- _nten.na and are endfed

via narrow-wa].] shunt-series slots, qi_e use of broad walls for the lower

arrays and narrow wa]ts for the upper arrays facilitates the overlaid arrange-

ntent; radkation from the ]ower linear arra}s can pass fr_:,_ly bet'_.v_en the

upp_:_.r linear at.rays.

17



Measured performance data for the antenna are in close agreement
with the theoretical. The maximum VSWRs over the 200-MHz frequency band

for the upper and lower halves of the antenna are 1. 22:1 and 1. 35:1, respec-
tively. Sidelobe levels for both sections are 12. 1 dB maximum, and the

half-power beamwidth varies from 6 to 7. 5 degrees. The measured gain

of each half of the antenna exceeds 27 dB.

For operation of the overlaid array as a phased array, the two feed

lines are replaced by corporate feed and phase-shifter networks similar to

those utilized in the square waveguide array. No orthomode transducers

are needed because each waveguide branch line carries only one mode.

2. 3 MULTIMODE DUAL-POLARIZED ARRAYS

Two versions of a new type of dual-polarized array were devised

during this program. In the first version, the broad walls of the waveguides

are in the aperture plane; in the second version, the narrow walls of the

waveguides are in the aperture plane. Both types of arrays are of the

standing-wave variety.

2. 3. 1 Broad-Wall Multimode Arrays

Both the broad-wall and the narrow-wall type of multimode array

require the use of a number of parallel waveguides with common wails.

For one polarization, adjacent waveguides are excited in phase, caked

"even-mode excitation. " For the other polarization, adjacent waveguides

are excited 180 degrees out of phase, called '_odd-mode excitation. _' The

currents peculiar to each type oI excitation are discussed below.

2. 3. i. I Even-Mode Excitation

With even-mode excitation of the broad-wall multimode array, the

waveguides are arranged as shown in Figure 2-5 with common narrow wails.

Eachwaveguide is required to carry only the dominant TEl0 mode and is

not large enough to carry higher order modes; consequently, there is no

spurious mode problem. When the currents in the top wails of the guides

are all driven in phase, they are as shown in Figure 2-6. if short

18
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Figure 2-5. Broad-wall multimode array section.

_ _ ,4----.- _ _ _ 411.--- .ell--,-.-

Figure 2-6. Currents in top walls of waveguide
for even-mode excitation oI broad-wall array.
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nonresonant transverse slots are placed over the common walls and quarter-

wave chokes cut into the wall under the slots as shown in Yigure 2-7, it is

possible to couple to the longitudinal component of the current in the top walls

of the guides. The slots are called "common-wall" slots and are a variation

of "virtual-wall" slots developed at Hughes for a circularly polarized array

(Hughes, 1964, Seaton, 1971}. The quarter-x_ave choke in the common wall

is necessary to prevent the wall from shorting out the slot, but it does not

interrupt any current flow in the narrow walls of the guides. For the present

application, the slots would be perfectly centered over the common walls and

would thus dram, power equally from the two adjacent waveguides. They are

made nonresonant to control the amount of coupling at each point along the

guide. Because the slots are perpendicular to the wall, they do not couple to

the transverse cornponent of current in the top wall of tile waveguide.

The phasing of the longitudinal currents in this even-mode excitation

is such that, for the generation of a broadside beam, the slots must lie in

vertical columns that are a guide wavelength apart. This spacing is unde-

sirable because the guide wavelength in normal waveguide is always greater

_ __._._ SOLID WALL

_QUARTER-WAVE CHOKE

Figure Z-7. Transverse slot centered on the common wall

between two waveguides.
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than the free-space wavelength and grating lobes will be generated in the

forward and backward directions.

One solution to the problem is use of dielectrically loaded slots that

are physically short but electrically longer than resonance and that effect a

180-degree phase reversal. These slots would be placed on the common

walls at the mid-poizat between the original columzas of slots as shown in

Figure 2-8. Although the current intersected by the loaded slots is 180

degrees out of phase with that driving the unloaded slots, the radiated energy

will be nearly in-phase because of the unequal electrical lengths of the two

types of slots. Each type of slot is nonresonant: one type introduces approxi-

mately a 90-degree phase lag into the radiated signal, and the other intro-

duces a similar phase lead. Use of these dielectrically loaded additional

slots solves the grating lobe problem because they make the column and row

spacings less than one free-space wavelength apart. With very thin common

walls, both columns and rows can be spaced as close as 0.707k.

DIELECTRICALLY _ _]l
LOADED SLOT Xg/2

i

"a'" DIME N$1OIN

)
)

Figure 2-8. Array of transverse common-wall slots

coupling to longitudinal current component.
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Another possible solution to the grating-lobe problem in large arrays

in which the interelement spacing can approach one wavelength is a diagonal
deletion of half the elements as shown in Figure 2-8. This approach leaves

the remaining slots on a grid of equilateral triangles as seen in Figure 2-9.
In this slot arrangement, the distance between successive slots in each of the

two principal planes is unchanged, but the distance between successive

diagonal rows of slots is too great. It is shown in Appendix A that, if the

waveguides are rectangular and unloaded (i.e. , contain no dielectric mate-

rial or periodic structures), if the cornnaon walls are negligibly thin, and

if the array is designed to produce a broadside beam, the diagonal row

spacing, s, is always exactly equal to one free-space wavelength. This

result is due to the fact that any change in the "a" dimension of the guide,

and hence the cutoff wavelength, _'c' produces an opposite effect in the guide

wavelength, kg. The two effects cancel in such a way that the perpendicular

distance between diagonal rows is constant.

(

i

DIAGONAL
s ROW SPACING

- DIELECTRICALLY LOADED SLOT

T T

t

Figure Z-9. Array of slots shown in Figure 2-8 with

half the slots ren_oved diagonally.
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With a diagonal row spacing of one wavelength, the slot configuration

shown in Figure Z-9 will allow the formation of partial grating lobes in the

plane of the array in the four quadrants between the principal planes. The

peaks of these beams lie exactly in the plane of the array; hence half of

each beam is below the pIane in "invisible space" In the case of a large

array, in which the beamwidth is quite narrow, the inter-row spacing need

not be much less than the free-space wavelength, ko, to make the entire

grating lobe disappear into invisible space. Reduction of the inter-row

spacing could probably be accomplished most easily in this array by the use

of ridged waveguide rather than rectangular. The "a" dimension of the

waveguide would be reduced without a concomitant reduction in k . Hence,
c

k could stay at some desired fixed value while the spacing betmeen common
g

walls was reduced by an amount sufficient to reduce the diagonal row spacing

to about O. 9 h
o

The dia_onal row spacing for the ridged waveguide case _s gLven by

s : X sin|tan-I Z_--:'|/ \ _2-1)
g \

whe re k is related to the cutoff wavelength, k

X
_o

g k Z
1 -

of the waveguide as follows;
C'

it is no longer related to the "a" dimension because of the presence of the ridge.

If a value of \_2 k is selected for X (a value near the center of the recom-
o g

mended operation range for the dominant mode), then a solution of Equa-

= would give the necessary waveguide width.tion (2-1) for "a" when s 0. 9 l °

This solution was approximated with the result that

s = 0. 9006 k
O

when

a : 0.584O>,
O
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In normal rectangular waveguide, an "a" dirnension of 0. 707 k would be
O

needed to set kg = \72 ko. Hence, the ridges only need to be high enough

to allow about an 18-percent reduction in the "a" dimension of the waveguides

that make up the array for the grating lobes to be eliminated.

2.3. 1.2 Odd-Mode Excitation

For odd-mode excitation of the broad-wall multimode array, the

currents in the top wall of the waveguides are as shown in Figure Z-10.

It is apparent that longitudinal currents on opposite sides of the common

walls are everywhere equal in magnitude and 180 degrees out of phase;

hence, the transverse slots discussed previously are not excited.

t t t

T

Figure Z-lO. Currents in top walls of waveguide for

odd-mode excitation of broad-wall array.
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For coupling to the odd mode to be accomplished so that the signal

radiated is cross-polarized to the one radiated by the transverse slots,

longitudinal slots are placed over the common wails to interrupt the trans-

verse currents flowing there. In this case, a choke in the common wall

under the slot is not necessary because there is no potential difference

between the two ends of the slot (see Figure g-ll). It may be desirable,

however, for the slot to be a little wider than usual to compensate for the

thickness of the wall.

A slot configuration that will radiate signals in-phase in the broad-

side direction is shown in Figure Z-12. These slots lie on a grid of equi-

lateral triangles similar to the configuration of transverse slots shown in

Figure 2-9; consequently, the results of Appendix B apply, and the spacing

between diagonal rows of these slots will also be one wavelength. The

grating lobe problem in this configuration could also be solved by the use

of ridged waveguide.

Another possible solution for the grating lobe problem _ith the slot

configuration of l_igure 2-12 is the use of dielectrically loaded slots between

the non-loaded slots as shown in Figure 2-13. The non-loaded slots are

shorter than resonance and the loaded slots are electrically longer than

resonance; they correct for the out-of-phase current excitation in much

the same manner as the transverse slots discussed previousl}'.

2. 3. 1. 3 Dual-Polarized Array

A dual-polarized array can be achieved by combination of common-

wail slots into a single configuration in such a way that the array will radiate

[or receivel only one linearly polarized component of the signal when excited

in the even mode and the orthogonal component when excited in the odd mode.

The two types of slots can be combined in several ways.

The most direct method is a combination of the longitudinal and

transverse slots into a crossed slot that is centered on the common wall.

The slot arrangements of Figures 2-8 and 2-13 could then be co_nbined as

shown in Figure 2-14 to form a dual-polarized array, Because of the

n%oderate interelen_ent spacing tn both principal planes, there will be no
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COMMON WAL

a. PERSPECTIVE VIEW

COMMON WALL

____Z (

ACROSS SLOT

b. PLAN VIEW

IE-FIELD ACROSS SLOT

TOP WALL

¢

"_"""'" C 0 M M 0 N WALL

C. CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW

Figure 2-11. Longitudinal slot centered over the con_mon wall

between two adjacent waveguides.
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Figure Z-IZ. Array of longitudinal common-wall slots

centered over the common wall in a diagonal grid.

D_ELECTRtCALLY LOADED SLOT

Figure 2-13, Array of longitudinal common-wall slots

in a rectangular grid with half the slots
dielectrically loaded.
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LEGEND

(:_ UNLOADED CROSSEDSLOT

(_ PARTIALLY LOADED

COMPLETELY LOADED

_ "_ _I_ _ _ _ 4-----

4------ .-_ _ _ ',_

Figure Z-14. Dual-polarized array of crossed
common-wal] .=lots.

grating lobes with either component of polarization. The wall currents

shown in Figure 2-14 are for even-mode excitation. It can be seen that the

longitudinal currents will excite the transverse arms of the crossed slots.

The transverse currents, on the other hand, will not excite the longitudinal

arms because they are everywhere 180 degrees out of phase on opposite

sides of the common walls. If the array were to be driven in the odd mode,

however, the opposite would be true: the transverse arms would not couple,

but the longitudinal arms would.

The remaining component for the achievement of dual-polarization

operation is a properly designed feed network that can drive the array in

either the even or the odd mode from two separate input ports. An appro-

priate feed network might consist of a waveguide magic-tee hybrid at the

input of each adjacent pair of waveguides in the array. One port of the
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magic-tee would drive the waveguides in-phase for the even mode, and the
other port would drive them 180 degrees out of phase for the odd mode,
Corporate feeds of appropriate lengths _ould connect all the even-mode

ports to one terminal and all the odd-mode ports to another.

In son]e of the crossed slots shown in Figure Z-14, one arm is

loaded with d_electric and the oth_-r arm _s unloaded. This arrangement may

cause some design problems in a practical array. A composite array can

be made without the use of crossed slots in either of the two fashions. In

the first, the longitudinal and transverse arms of the slots could be separ-

ated by a quarter waveguide wavelength, as illustrated in b'igure 2-15;

ridged waveguide would still not be needed for the suppression of grating

lobes. Inthe second method, the slot configurations of Figures 2--9 and

DIE LECTRICALLY LOADED SLOT

t _ t _ I

C_ _ _ .....

t ,L u t u ,L u t

 at  ntj ;CZZZD _ CZZZD

t u I i u ,L t

&un .Z,n $ O&n

1, u _ I u I o t
l t l t ;

Figure Z-15o Dual-polarized array of longitudinal
and transv{.rse common-wall slots

separated by a quarter-waveguide
wavelength.
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Z-IZ could be combined as shown in Figure Z-16. Both sets of slots have

relatively widely spaced slots and, thus, would require the use of some

device such as the ridged waveguide discussed above for the suppression of

grating lobes. The composite configuration, however, has the advantage

that only a fourth of the tota] number of slots would have to be loaded with

dielectric.

2. 3. P- Narrow-Wall Multimode Arrays

In the narrow-wall version of the dual-polarized multimode array,

the waveguides are laid on edge with common broad walls as shown in

Figure 2- 17. The dimensions of the waveguides are such that they carry

only the dominant TEl0 mode; hence, as before, there are no problems with

spurious modes.

DIE L'FCTRICALLY LOADED SLOT

t _ I "--" t 1 t

1 t 1 t 1

Figure 2-16. Dual-polarized array with transverse

and longitudinal common-\vail slots with

relatively wide separation.
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Figure 2-17. Narrow-wall multimode array with
common broad walls between

adjacent waveguides.

When all the waveguides are driven in phase (even-mode operation),

the currents in the narrow walls that make up the aperture plane of the array

appear as in Figure: 2-18. Longitudinal common-wall slots of the type dis-

cussed above and illustrated in Figure 2-11 can be placed over the common

broad walls of the waveguides as shown in Figure Z-18. The slots in this

configuration are very close together in the transverse plane but a full guide

wavelength apart in the longitudinal plane. Thus, for the prevention of grat-

ing lobes, slots loaded with a dielectric must be interspersed at a point

midway between the existing slots. However, because the narrow dimension

of the waveguide is always less than 1/Z k ° for dominant-mode operation,

half the unloaded slots can be removed and still leave a slot configuration that

has diagonal row spacings on the order of 0.75 k ° (see Figure 2-191; this

spacing is sufficient for the suppression of grating lobes in the quadrants.

Consequently, ridged waveguide or other means for reduction of k below
g

its nominal value are not required for grating-lobe-free broadside operation.
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Figure 2-18. Longitudinal common-wall slots placed
over the common broad walls in a

narrow-wall multimode array.
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Figure Z-19. Triangular configuration of

longitudinal common-wall slots for

effective suppression of grating

lobes in narrow-wall array.
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For odd-n_ode operation, alternate waveguides are driven 180

degrees out of phase. The narrow-wall currents in the aperture plane will
then appear as shown in Figure 2-20. It is apparent that this current con-

figuration will not excite the longitudinal slots on the common vcalls because

the transverse currents that drive them arc out of phase. A transverse slot

is needed to radiate the orthogonal polarization for this array, but there is

no longitudinal component of current in the narrow walls of the waveguides

to excite such a slot. However, the choke that must be cut in the common

wall below the transverse slot is excited by longitudinal currents in the

broad walls of the waveguides when the latter are driven in the odd mode.

Because these san_e currents are 180 degrees out of phase when the wave-

guides are driven in the even mode, this mode does not excite the choke. In

the odd-mode case, the excited choke in turn excites the transverse slot and

causes it to radiate. This arrangement is similar to a method used at Hughes

for excitation of a crossed slot on the narrow wall of a dual-mode waveguide

(Ajioka et al., 1974).

} i T i

_-'_ INDICATES DIRECTION OF CURRENT FLOW IN COMMON

BROAD WALL IN WHICH QUARTER-WAVE CHOKE IS CUT

UNDER TRANSVERSE COMMON-WALL SLOT

Figure 2-20. Odd-mode excitation of triangular
grid of transverse common-wall slots.
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The diagonal row spacing for the transverse slot configuration of

Figure 2-20 is the same as that of Figure 2-19 so that the grating-lobe

problem does not exist and ridged waveguide is not required. Further-

more, none of the slots in thLs arrangement has to be dielectrically loaded.

A dual-polarized dual-mode array <'an be made from a combLna-

Lion of the slot configurations of Figures 2-19 and 2-20; the resulting

narrow-wall array is shown in Figure Z-ZI. As with the broad-wall dual-

mode array, the array of Figure 2-21 can be fed by magic-tee hybrids

that feed adjacent pairs of waveguides. One port of the magic-tee feeds

the waveguides in phase for even-mode operation, and the other port feeds

them out of phase for odd-mode operation. Also as before, two corporate

feeds would be used to drive the two sets of terminals of the magic-tees.

2. 3. 3 Comparison o[ Broad- and Narrow-Wall Arrays

Both the broad- and the narrow-wall dual-mode dual-polarized

arrays have advantages and disadvantages compared with other types of

dual-polarized devices. These are discussed below for each type.

C_ DIELECTRICALLY LOADED SLOT

U

Figure 2-21. Dual-polarized, dual-mode

narrow-wall array.
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Z. 3.3. 1 Broad-Wall Dual-Mode Dual-Polarized Array

Advantages. Each waveguide in the broad-wall dual-polarized array

carries a single mode (TEl0) compared with the square waveguide utilized in some

dual-polarized arrays which carries many orthogonal modes. The broad-

wall dual-polarized array requires a smaller number of waveguides than

some dual-polarized arrays, such as the bifurcated-waveguide array

reported by Ajioka et al. (1974). In addition, the

waveguide in the broad-wall array can be near the

tangular guide so that losses tend to be lower than

waveguide array, in whch half-height waveguide is

Fewer components are also required in the

'%" dimension of the

nominal value for rec-

in the bifurcated-

used.

broad-wall dual-

polarized array than in some other dual-polarized arrays: only one magic-

tee hybrid is required for each two waveguides in the array. In contrast,

in the square-waveguide orthogonal-mode approach, one orthomode trans-

ducer is required for each waveguide, and in the dual-mode bifurcated-

waveguide array, one half-height short-slot hybrid is required for each

bifurcated waveguide. Thus, in the broad-wall array, half as many terminals

(or fewer) are needed on the corporate feeds than in most other types of

dual-polarized arrays.

Finally, the broad-wall dual-mode array has a greater growth

potential than most other types of dual-polarized arrays. The possibility

exists that other modes at other frequencies can be incorporated into this

array so that it would be a multi-frequency as well as a dual-polarized

device.

Disadvantages. The major disadvantage of the broad-wall dual-

polarized array is the fact that no techniques have been devised for elec-

tronically scanning it; it must be considered only as a mechanically scanned

antenna.

The dielectric loading of some of the slots, required to effect the

180-degree phase shift, would make both the design and the fabrication of

this array more difficult than more conventional arrays. The use of ridged

waveguide for grating-lobe suppression would also raise problems: ridged
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waveguide has more attenuation and requires tighter tolerances in the
vicinity of the ridge than does rectangular waveguide for the same fre-

quency range.

Finally, the characteristics of the common-wall slot are not well

known, and considerable slot data would have to be accumulated before an

array design could be undertaken.

Z. 3.3.2 Narrow-Wall Dual-Mode Dual-Polarized Array

Advantages. With the exception of the smaller number of wave-

guides utilized and the greater growth potential, the narrow-wall dual-

polarized array has the same advantages over other types of dual-polarized

arrays as the broad-wall array: single-mode transmission, lower losses,

and, fewer components. In addition, ridged waveguide is not required in the

narrow-wall array because there is no grating-lobe problem.

Disadvantages. As with the broad-wall array, no techniques for

electronically scanning the narrow-wall array have been devised, and this

type of array also must be considered only as a mechanically scanned

antenna. Use of dielectrically loaded slots would add difficulty to the

design and fabrication of this array, as before, and there is the same need

for data on the characteristics of the common-wall slot. However, in

contrast with the broad-wall array, because the narrow walls of the wave-

guides make up the aperture plane, this array requires approximately twice

as many waveguides as an equivalent broad-wall array.

Z.3.4 Circular Common-Wall-Slot Array

The characteristics of a circular common-wall slot array with

apertures of different diameter were calculated for a particular spacecraft

application ISAMSO, 1973_. Of particular interest here are the weight

values. While the application was different than the radiometric antenna

under consideration, the calculations do give an indication of the kinds of

weights to be expected with common-wall arrays. Table Z-Z shows the

weights for the various apertures.
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TABLE 2-2. COMMON-WALL SLOT ARRAY WEIGHT SUMMARY

Diameter (feet) Array Weight (pounds)

. 5

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

lO

1.8

3.0

7.0

12.5

19.9

29.3

43.6

58. 9

77.4

104. 6

The array was intended for operation at 7. c_ GHz. However, for a

given aperture size, the weight is not too sensitive to changes tn frequency.

It may actually increase somewhat with increasing frequency because of

increased tolerance requirements.

2.4 MULTI-FREQUENCY ARRAYS

A literature survey revealed several new multi-frequency array

designs that might be applicable to radiometers. These new designs are

discussed below.

2. 4. 1 Multi-Mode Multi-Frequency Arrays

In one of the new multi-frequency designs reported, a special

rectangular waveguide is utilized to carry two orthogonal modes at two

different frequencies iX-band and K -band_. The "a" dimension of the
u

waveguide controls the velocity of propagation of one wave, and the "b"

dimension controls that of the other. By proper choice of dimensions, the
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waveguide can be made to radiate beams at the two frequencies. The

X-band wave is coupled out through transverse slots in the broad wall

while the Ku-band wave is coupled out through longitudinal slots in the

same wall. These slots correspond to narrow-wall slots in conventional

waveguide but appear on the broad wall because the field configuration

of the Ku-band wave is oriented at an angle of 90 degrees to the X-band

field.

With both the transverse X-band and the longitudinal K -band slots,
u

there is no way in which alternate 180-degree phase shifts can be obtained

in the coupling of the slots to the waveguide, as is normally done with slot

arrays that operate in the neighborhood of broadside. Hence, both sets of

slots must be designed as "leaky-wave" arrays; the scan angle of the beam

is then limited to the region from about 45 degrees off broadside to near

endfire. This limitation is not a problem for radiornetric arrays because

the design goal specifies a 45-degree scan from broadside so that the

proper conical scanning action about the vertical axis can be obtained.

A possible limitation of this scheme is that the two beams are

inherently cross polarized. If vertical polarization can be used at one

trequency and horizontal at the other, then such an array might be useful

for the 10- and 18-GHz bands (or the 18- and 21-Gttz bandsl, at which

two polarizations at each frequency may not be required.

Performance data for four dual-band slot arrays designed on this

principle have been published by Goebels and Anderson (1970) and are

given in :Fable 2-3. Performance in all four arrays was quite good /or

all parameters. In particular, the isolation between the two possible

modes at K -band was never less than 28 dB, which indicates little inter-
u

ference with the X-band array. Thus, it seems possible that each array

could be designed for maximum beam efficiency.
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF

FOUR DUAL-BAND ARRAYS

]Frequency
Ratio

1. 76:1

1. 76:1

1. 90:1

i. 90:1

X-band Array

Ape rture
Distribution

Uniform

Z5-dB Taylor

Uniform

Z5-dB "Taylor

Measured

Gain

18.0

17.9

18,0

18.0

K -band Array
U

Ape rtu re
Distribution

Uniform

Uniform

Uniform

Uniform

Measured

Gain

16.3

15.9

16.4

16.0

Measure d

Isolation

Between TE01
and

TE 10 Modes

at Ku-band I dB_

>-29.0 (External)

50, '3 _Laternal)

>-31. 5 (Externali

48. 0 (I.nte rna]

->28. 5 (Externall

4Z.0 (l.nternall

->30. 5 (External}

42. 0 (Inte rnal)

An_ther multi-mode n_ulti frequency array, shox_n in t::._ure ) )?

_tas designed tor o?eration at -I and 3b GIqz. The radiat_ng elenlents at

br)th freq:Lencies are shunt slots. -I-he waveguide coupling to the slots ix

accomplished 'aith the TEl0 mode at 9 GHz and the TE413 mode at 3,., GHz.

The fit.td distribution in lhe waveguide cavity at 5o (iHz is equixa!ent to

that o: four virtual \_avegutdes of one-fourth the width operating in the

TEl( ) mode. R:)\_ s c,t S]ols oriented about each of the virtual ,_,uide Ct'l]ter-

lines forn: linear arrays.:: Rex:tits indlcatv the band\,.idth to be the, san:t.

as that l't)I" x{:lRle-linodt, slot arrays. No xt-cond-tll-fiel - !)eal-i]s aye ,_,e,:crated.

and _he i s:)lat :)n })v_v. een _- a.>](] ;,,-GHz pr)rrionx is %!} <lB.

<:A xin::lar array for S- and X-bands is described by Holtzman
I I _obl.
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Both the arrays are of a stand_ng-_vave design ",_iththe main beam

al_ays broadside. The feedlines can be used as m_dules to b,lild up the

co_rplete aperture. There \_ould be a separate feedline for each frequen_.

The module size would be determined by the percentage bandvidth at each

operating frequency. -lhese arrays radia'_e only one linear polarization at

_,ach frequenc_ _. }3ecaus_ the beams are broadside to the array, a one-

dimensional scan would only approximate the Jesired conical :icon because

the arra_ _ must be tilted it) obtain a 45-degree pointing directi_,n with respect

to the local vertical.

2.4.2 Interleave-_I Multi-Frequency Arrays

A second type of multi-frequency array applicable to the radiometric

svs:em consists c,i interleaved planar arrays. The arrays consist of sev-

_,ral seaarute feeds and radiating systems that are integrated into a con_-

mon apert_lre. With m'.)dified feeds, these arrays could be us(_d as the

radiating structures for phased arrays.

One s'_ch array designed for operation at 9 and 34 GHz is shown

in Figure 2-23. The 34-GHz p_rtian of the array c¢_nsists of 108 round

hales in six rows of 18 elements each IFigure 23a and hi. The C_-GHz t)or-

ti_.)n consists of 20 nonresonant shunt slot elements arranged in tw> ro_s of

l0 elements each. Each row is fed by a modified ridged x_a\'eguide that is

k-shaped in cross section. The radiating elen_ents oI both pol-t_ons share

a common aperture. Measured radiation patterns are. shown in Figures

Z-Z3c and d. The gain of the 34-GHz p_0rlion is about Z dB bet:,x_ the area

gain: this lower value is caused by the presence of high level second-order

beams that are attributed to the increased diagonal spacing of the round

hc)les necessitated by the interleaving of the _-GHz pGrticm.
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Hsiao (1971)analyzed the case of two different sets of open-ended

wavegui/es occupying the same aperture. Both sets of waveguide radiators

are dielectrically loaded so that there is space between the elenlents of each

in which the other can be interleaved. I-]siao's analysis is primarily con-

cerned with the effect that the presence of the low frequency array might

have on the performance of the high frequency array. The high frequency

waveguides will be below cutoff for the low frequency signal and, hence,

should have little effect on it.

An array of this type can be scanned in two dimensions and thus

has greater scanning capability than is required for the radiometric appli-

cation. However, such an analysis would reveal any limitations that might

result from the interleaving of any two arrays. Furthermore, concentra-

tion on the two principal planes of scan (d_ = 0 ° and ¢b = 90 ° ) permits an

estimate of the scanning characteristics of either the vertically or horizon-

tally polarized beam of a radiometric phased array that is scanned in one

plane only.

Two principal cases were considered by Hsiao: one with the low

frequency array polarized perpendicular to the high frequency array and

the second with the low frequency array polarized parallel to the high

frequency array. For each case, three characteristics of the composite

array were computed in degrees off broadside as a function of the scan angle.

The behavior of each characteristic was determined for three scan planes

(¢_ -- 0, 45, and 90 degrees). The _b : 0 degrees direction corresponds to

scanning in the H-plane, and the _b = 90 degrees direction corresponds to

the E-plane. The three characteristics studied were transmission coef-

ficient of the high frequency array, proportion of energy coupled from the

high frequency array into the low frequency array, and grating-lobe level

i_n the high frequency array pattern.
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Two of Hsiao's series of patterns are reproduced in Figure 2-24.

They give the results for two particular geometries that are representative

of practical situations. These results show that the _.n',pedance is fairly

constant out to an angle of about 30 degrees; hence, such an array would not

be too difficult to match over a limited scan range. They further show that,

although some energy is coupled into the low frequency waveguide, it is not

severe until a scan angle of 60 degrees is reached. The grating-lobe results

(Figure 2-24c) show that the triangular grid ts much preferred to the

rectangular grid for scanning to angles beyond about 25 degrees. It is

thus apparent that Hsiao's analysis does not rule out the use of interleaved

arrays that are scanned in either one or two dimensions.

In any practical scheme that would involve the interleaving of ele-

ments for a radiometric array, it is very likely that slots cut into wave-

guides would be used as the radiating elements rather than open-ended

wave guide s.

Use of slots should result in less mutual coupling amoung elements

on the outside surface of the array. However, there would probably be more

mutual interaction on the inside of a waveguide among the slots fed from

that particular waveguide; therefore, an analysis of the internal effects

would be required for each array.

An array that has three sets of interlaced elements was built and

tested at the Naval Electronics Laboratory Center, San Diego, California

(Boynes and Provencher, 1972). This array is capable of operating simul-

taneously in L-, S-, and C-bands. It consists of two vertically polarized

elements with a 10-percent bandwidth about a center frequency of I. 0 GHz,

64 horizontally polarized elements with a Z0-percent bandwidth about a

center frequency of 3.2 GHz, and 120 vertically polarized elements with a

Z0-percent bandwidth about a center frequency of 4. 6 GHz. The array was

built on a cylindrical surface, 16 feet in diameter, w'ith the axis oriented

vertically. All the elements were open-ended waveguides with the L-band

elements being double ridged to reduce their size. Figure Z-Z5 shows the

layout of the central portion of the array. The two L-band elements are

arrayed in a horizontal plane as shown. The elements of the S-band
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Figure 2-25. Layout of central portion of interleaved-element

tri- frequency array.

array were arranged in four rows of 16 elements each, and the elements of

the C-band array were arranged in eight rox_s of 15 elements each.

Horizontal-plane patterns for the three arrays (Figure 2-26) show

that the sidelobes of the interlaced arrays tend to be higher than are

obtained with comparable single-frequency arrays. In the C-band pattern,

rather large grating lobes appear; these may be due to the curvature of the

surface, but it is likely that part of the effect is due to the large interelement

spacing required to make room for the S-band elements.

The numbers in the various element mouths in Figure 2-25 represent

the power in dBm coupled into those elements when the C-band element that

is labeled 0. 0 was excited with a power level of 0. 0 dBm. The numbers show

show that mutual coupling is not a severe problem in this design at this

frequency even though the elements of the other arrays are capable of

carrying the C-band signal quite well. When the S-band elements are

excited, energy cannot couple into the C-band elements because the wave-

guide is below cutoff. For the L-band signal, both the S-band the C-band
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elements are below cutoff; hence there is no mutual coupling problem at

that frequency. Table 2-4 summarizes the mutual coupling measurements

made on the array. The entries marked 0. 0 indicate the driven array

element.

TABLE 2-4. MUTUAL COUPLING BETWEEN ARRAYS

Frequency of
Transmission

750 MHz

2. 9 GHz

3. Z GHz

3. 5 GHz

4. 6 GHz

4. 9 GHz

5. 4 GHz

Received on

L-Band Array
(dB}

Received on

S-Band Array

,dB)

0.0

-55

noise

-60

-59

-38. 1

-39

noise

0 0

0.0

0.0

-55

noise

-60

Received on

C-Band Array
(dB)

noise

-57

noise

-54

0.0

0.0

0.0

The data presented here show that multi-frequency arrays with

interleaved elements can, in fact, be n-lade to operate quite well. However,

some degradation in performance should be expected over that of a single-

frequency array filling the same aperture

g.4. 3 High Re solution Radiometry Antenna Study

Two of the reports reviewed in the literature search dealt with the

study of high-resolution radiometry at 37 GHz from an earth-orbiting space-

craft (Aeroiet, lq?l, 1974_. The requirements for this 37-GHz system

(see Table 2-5_ were similar to those of the present study with the exception

of the current requirements for multiple-frequency operation. In addition,

the earlier system was to be configured for achievement of minimum power,

maximum reliability, and a growth potential for higher spatial and thermal

resolution.
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TABLE 2-5. HIGH-RESOLUTION RADIOMETER REQUIKEMENTS

Parameter Requirement

Dual linearPolarization

Scan

Scan range,

Angular resolution, degree

degrees

Constant incidence with +5 ° angle variation

over scan range

+35 (design goal)

<_0.5

Weight, pounds

Size, feet

Beam efficiency,

NEAT, °K

Time frame

percent

.<-200 (design goal)

Baseline package: 7 x 5 x 2

>_90 (design goal)

1 (design goal)

Engineering model by 1976

Many types of electronically and mechanically scanned antennas were

considered during the Aerojet study. Included in the electronically scanned

group were KF beam-forming, IF beam-forming, and lens beam-forming

types. Some of the systems were capable of generating multiple simultan-

eous beams, while others were not. However, most of the antennas were

capable of simultaneous dual-polarization operation.

Only two of 15 candidate antenna systems met all the requirements

of Table Z-5; both were phased arrays, one with IF beam forming and the

other with an RY lens. Both are theoretically capable of multiple-beam

operation, which was deemed necessary to meet the angular resolution and

thermal noise-requirements. Either approach would he applicable to

the present study under the phased-array category in which separate arrays

are allowed for each frequency.
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Z. 5 PHASE SHI}TERB

In electronically phased arrays, the phase shifters are located outside

the calibration loop of the radiometer. Any change in the loss through the

phase shifters appears as a calibration error. The following data are

extracted from work being performed on X-band diode phase shifters at

Hughes.

The characteristics of the phase shifters are:

Frequency

Ouantization

Power handling

Insertion loss

Phase error

Amplitude error

Switching speed

Mean time between

failu re s

Weight

Size

9. 5 to 10. 5 GHz

3- bit

10 watts average; (250-watt peak)

1. 5 dB average (0.5 dB rms ripple)

<5 degrees rms

<0. 3 dB rms

=10 microseconds

Z x 10 5 hours

I0 grams

0.4 x 2.0 x 6.3 cm

The temperature was cycled from 100 ° to -48°C. The parameters

were measured within ±3 degrees for phase, 0. 3 dB for insertion loss, and

0.06 for VSWK with a HP8542B Automatic Network Analyzer. The results

on insertion loss as a function of temperature fall within the measurement

tolerances: the change in insertion loss was less than 0.3 dB over the

tempe rature range.
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3. 0 REFLECTOR SYSTEMS

Exhaustive work has been performed on most aspects of feed and

reflector systems, so that the behavior of these systems can be predicted

with confidence from theoretically derived results that have been checked

against experimental results. In addition, reflector antennas have several

definite advantages o_er arrays (Sletten, 1969):

I. Analysis and, consequently, design procedures based on

analysis are simpler than for arrays of comparable performance.

2. Construction is simpler than for arrays of comparable

performance. Techniques for the unfurling of large reflectors
have been developed and demonstrated.

3. Reflectors are inherently broadband with the bandwidth limited

by the feed.

4. For large sizes, the cost per unit area is low.

5. They are lightweight.

However, in comparison with arrays, reflectors also exhibit several short-

comings (Sletten, 1969):

I. Single-reflector systems have fewer degrees of freedom than

arrays. Arrays have adjustable feeding coefficients.

2. Aperture blockage may result in loss in beam efficiency and

increase in sidelobe levels, especially when multiple feeds
are used.

3. In most single-reflector systems, the patterns degrade rapidly
for feeds located off the optical axis.

The applicability of _arious reflector antenna systems to the

radiometer requirements was considered. The study included offset-fed

paraboloidal reflectors, spherical reflectors, torus reflectors, and

parabolic-section reflectors. Several beam-steering methods were also
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considered, with particular attention to pattern characteristics. In systems

in which the feed and the reflector move together, only the pattern charac-

teristics of on-axis beams are of interest, because the pattern does not

change as the antenna is moved. In systems in which the feed moves relative

to the reflector, the pattern characteristics of off-axis beams are also of

importance. Some reflectors are superior to others in this respect, but few

are capable of scanning many beamwidths off the axis.

3. I SINGLE-FREOUENCY SYSTEMS

The basic reflector system consists of a single symmetrical

paraboloidal reflector and a single feed horn (Figure 3-1). Spherical waves

emanating from a feed at the focus are converted by the surface into plane

waves that travel along the reflector optical axis. The reflected plane waves

give rise to a pencil-beam radiation pattern along the axis whose width

depends on the ratio of reflector diameter to wavelength and on the details

of the field variation across the aperture. These details also affect the

sidelobe level of the pattern. The field variation in the aperture, in turn,

depends on the characteristics of the primary feed and on the interaction of

the feed with the reflected field. Variations of this basic system that are

applicable to radiometers are discussed in the following pages.

X

p

.___./_ R E F LECTOR SURFACE

_ FOCUS////

p

X 2 - 4fZ

SIN _k-'h --
Dlf

l°ii

Figure 3-1. Paraboloidal geometry.
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3. 1. 1 Spherical Reflectors OF POOR QUALITY

One type of reflector considered was the spherical reflector.

Ashmead and Pippard (1946} and Li (1959) have demonstrated '.hat the sym-

metry of the spherical surface eliminates beam deterioration over wide scan

angles, at least when a single movable feed is used to scan the beam. When

a cluster of switched feeds is used for electronic beam steering, however,

perfect symrnetr F is not maintained as the various feeds are connected, so

that some changes in beam shape might be expected to occur as the beam is

stepped throughout the required coverage region. Other factors also affect

the applicability of the spherical reflector to scanned antennas.

Figure 3-2 ilius[rates the geometry and some of the parameters of

ipnportance in spherical reflector antennas. The distance a is the radius of

the effective aperture which subtends an angle _ at the primary" feed, which

is located on the focal locus and is directed at the reflector along a radius

from the reflector center. If the beam is to scan to a maximum angle, _m,

from the reflector axis, then the following relation must hold if excessive

spillover is to be avoided:

a = R sin

q

Figure 3-2. Spherical reflector geometrT.
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The aperture dimension_a is determined by system beamwidth requirements

and may therefore be considered as a fixed quantity. This expression then

gives a relation between R and(_.

The spherical reflector does not have a well defined focus so that a

point source feed gives rise to phase errors over the aperture. According
a

to Li (1959) these are minimized, for a given ratio_--, when f is given by

)
Li also states that, for a given aperture size a, the minimum value of R that

may be used to keep the total phase deviation over the aperture within a

value (A/k)total is

1/3

= [ (a/x}Rmi n a 14. 7(A/k)tota 1

where & is the path length deviation and k is the wavelength.

R also minimizes the total reflector diameter D, given by

This value of

Drain = 2Rmin sin ( 2_)

[ J( t ]Drain + sin % (a/k) - 1
2_ = cos _ m m 4.7(_x/k)tota 1

If now it is assumed that (A/k)tota 1 is restricted to 1/16 and that a/)_=60,

corresponding to a 0.59-degree beamwidth, the minimum value of D is

D
rain

2a - c°S_m + 3. 90 sin_m
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In the foregoing discussion, scanning in one dimension only was

assumed. For conical scan to be provided by motion of the feed, two

approaches are possible. In one, the reflector axis is pointed downward to

the ground track as discussed in Appendix B. Then, for a ±35-degree coni-

cal scan, the antenna beam would have to scan approximately ±2. 75 degrees

in ele\,a_ion (in-track) and =24 degrees in azil_uth tcross-track) by n_otion

of the feed or by electronic s_vitching among various {ceils. In that case,

D
rain

2a
- 2, 44 in azimuth

D
rain

2a
- 1. 19 in elevation

The outline of this reflector is not circular but resembles the torus reflector

discussed in Section 3. 1. 3.

The best feed position is given as

f = 0. 99 (2a)
opt

This value is significantl_" greater than the suggested design values but is

required to keep pathlength errors within k/16 for a 120-k aperture. Even

this value will not provide low sidelobes with a simple horn feed. Arrays

have been investigated as feeds to reduce spherical aberrations (Amitay and

Zucker, 1972}, but if the system is to be used at multiple frequencies, the

design of an array feed may be very difficult.

A second method by which conical scanning can be accomplished

involves use of essentially an offset torus reflector with a spherical surface

as illustrated in Figure 3-3 In this configuration an olfset circular reflector

contour is rotated about the _ertical axis. The offset contour provides a

beam at a cone angle of 45 degrees, and beam scanning is obtained by moving

the feed horn on a circular arc concenlric with the xertical axis. Several

horns may be used to obtain multiple beams, or the7 may be placed so that,
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as one moves out of the scan region, it is switched off and a second moves

into the scan region at the opposite end and is switched on. In this way, a

raster type of scan is produced without any" reversal of feed motion or sudden

accelerations. If the reflector is a full 360-degree section, the beam can be

made to scan the full 360 degrees,

3. 1.2 SIMS Reflector Antenna

The spherical reflector has been studied by the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory as a potential radiometer antenna for the Shuttle Imaging Micro-

wave System {SIMS). This antenna will have to operate over a very wide

range of frequencies and provide beam scanning over a very wide angle

(±60 °} from a nominal centerline. The frequency bands and associated band-

widths are given in Table 3-I, and the basic configuration is shown in

Figure 3-4. The feeds for the various frequencies are depicted as spikes

on a wheel, and the wheel is rotated on its axle to scan the beams. With

this arrangement the beams will not he coaxial and, in fact, must time-share

the reflector because at any one time only about a third of the feeds can

illuminate the reflector effectively.

TABLE 3-I. FREQUENCY BANDS AND

IBANDWIDTHS OF SIMS ANTENNA

Center Frequency (GHz) Bandwidth {NIHz)
..... 'U,

I18.7

94. 0

53.0

37.0

22.2

20.0

10. 69

6.6

2. 695

1.413

0.610

700

2000

500

2000

I000

1000

300

300

I0

25

8
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Figure 3-4. Basic configuration of SIMS spherical
reflector antenna.

The major problem associated with this concept is correction of the

inherent spherical aberration of the reflector by proper design of the various

feeds. The problem has been studied in detail for JPL b_" Hansen (1974) and

Oustincic (19741. Both studies conclude that error-correcting line-source

feeds would be good solutions to the design problem for frequencies equal to

or above 10. 69 GHz. In these ranges, line-source feeds are long enough

to produce well-shaped patterns with low back lobes, and the effective area

of the feeds is small enough to make feed blockage negligible.

For frequencies equal to or lower than 6. 6 OHz a different kind of

feed would be required, and blockage may be a problem. The wheel that

supports the feeds as well as the axle causes a considerable amount of

blockage at all frequencies: but at low frequencies, the problem is aggra-

vated because the beamwidth is so wide that the wheel presents an electrical

obstacle larger than its physical shadow.

Spherical as well as paraboloidal reflector antennas tend to produce

cross-polarized components that result in cross-polarized sidelobes that

lie principally in or close to the main beam. The cross-polarized energy

represents a loss in main beam power. In some applications, such as in
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radiometer work in which measurements of both components of a received

signal is desirable, loss in power due to cross polarization limits the ability

of the system to isolate the two components. Calculation of the total power

that may be lost in the cross-polarized component of such antennas is thus

very important.

Gustincic also addressed the cross-pelarization problem for the

spherical reflector. He reports a cross-polarized component that is 18.8 dB

below the principal component for the geometry shown in Figure 3-4 when

the aperture is uniformly illuminated. This figure drops off to -24. 5 dB

for a highly tapered illumination. During the present stud) _, Gustincic's

18.8-dB figure was checked by a coarse numerical integration of a set of

curves published by Hyde (1968) for the three field components of a spherical

reflector in the neighborhood of the circle of least confusion. These field

components resulted from Hyde's assunlption of a uniform plane wave incident

upon the reflector. The surface over which he computed the three compo-

nents was spherical and intercepted only waves reflected from that portion

of the reflector that subtended an angle of approximately -+30 degrees at the

center of the sphere. This portion of the sphere is almost exactly the same

as that used by Gustincic for his study; hence, the cross-polarized compo-

nent should correspond to that for Gustincic's uniformly illuminated aperture

case.

The integration of Hyde's curves gives a total cross-polarized

energy 19.0 dB below the total principal polarized energy. This figure is

in very good agreement with Oustincic's 18.8 dB for the similar case and

lends support to the credibility of both methods, because in Oustincic's

work the fields were integrated across the aperture of the reflector while

Hyde's fields were computed for a region near the paraxial focus of the

reflector. The recent results also tend to support Gus:incicts figure of

-24. 5 dB for a highly tapered illumination.

However, because one of the goals of this spherical reflector study

was determination of the feasibility of obtaining a -25 dB cross-polarized

component, these results indicate only marginal success. For -25 dB to

be achieved in practice with an imperfect reflector and simple linearly
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polarized feeds, a sphere whose diameter is less than half that assumed for

the study would probably have to be used or the illumination across the

existing aperture would have :o be highly tapered. In either case, the beam-
width would increase and resolution would suffer.

An alternative solution to the cross-polarization problem would be

the use of specially designed feeds that tend to counteract the depolarizing

effect of the reflector. One such alternative would be the use of Huygen's
sources instead of sirnple waveguide slots in the design of the aberration-

correcting line source feed; however, there are many practical problems
in achievement of such a feed. Another alternative is the feed for the

spherical Arecibo reflector, in which circular waveguide carrying the TE 11
mode and circular fins on the outside of the waveguide are utilized for
reduction of Lhe cross-polarized component and achievement of high aperture
efficiency (Love and Gustincic, 1968; Love, 1973). However, this feed is

quite complex and would be difficult to duplicate at higher frequencies.

3. 1. 3 Parabolic Torus Reflector

The parabolic torus is a surface of revolution as sho_,..'nin Figure 3-5.

In azimuth, a portion of the circle approximates a parabolic sector with a

focal length of R/2 where IR is the radius of the circle; this sector collimates

the beam from a point source feed as shown in the lower part of Figure 3-6.

Because the antenna is a surface of revolution, the beam is independent of

scan as the feed is moved along the feed circle (R/2 circle} or with fixed

feeds along the circle. The polarization can be controlled by the feed.

Figure 3-7 is a photograph of such an antenna with multiple feeds

that operates from 7 to ii GHz. Patterns for this antenna, measured at 7

and 12 GHz, are shown in Figure 3-8. The sidelobe levels are higher than

desired; the feed arrangement could be modified to make possible lower

sidelobes, but at the expense of greater complexity. Modification of the

elevation contour can also improve performance through a reduction of the

phase error across the aperture (Wolff, 1966_.
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The parabolic torus has tt4_gr_t_/advantage of circular

symmetry about one of its axes. If this axis is aligned with the local vertical,

the torus can be used as a fixed reflector that can collimate a beam with

reasonable efficiency at the desired angle of 45 degrees off axis. The bean]

is scanned by scanning the feed alone. This approach has been studied in

depth at General Electric {Meier and Thon_as, 1972) for radionleter use.

Their system used separate feed horns for each of the frequency bands con-

sidered; hence, the beanls were not coaxial. As such. it is not directly

applicable to this study.

An offset arrangen]ent of the parabolic torus reflector rnight possibly

permit the beanl to be scanned down 45 degrees so that the conical scan

desired for the present application could be achieved. However, it is not

clear whether the parabolic contour _ould remain desirable in elevation;

this problen_ needs further study. Coverage of the five frequency bands

might be achieved through use of two corrugated feed horns of sufficiently

wide bandwidth, but integration of the antenna into a total spacecraft package

would be extremely difficult. A five frequency feed system has been developed

using a set of coaxial horns for the required bands (Frey_ 19761.

3.Z FEED HORNS FOR RADIOMETRIC ANTENNAS

Yhe corrugated conical horn (Clarricoats and Saha, 1971; Love, 1970;

Bokurka, 1975) has previously been studied as a potential feed horn for radio-

metric antennas that are required to operate over a bandwidth c f 2:1. N_[ost

of the feed horns investigated to date have a bandwidth limitation of about

1. 6:1 (Roberts, [973) and. thus, may not be adequate.:::

An alternative to the corrugated horn that may provide a broader

bandwidth is the use of an artificial dielectric with an index of refraction less

than unity in a reg:on near the walls of an uncorrugated horn, as shown in

Figure 3-9. Such dielectrics can be referred to as fast-wave artificial

dielectrics becaus,- _aves passing through them have phase velocities

greater than the speed of light. It has been shown that loading a horn along

its wails with conventional dielectric materials (which have an index of

;:-'Recently a corrugated horn x_ith tapered grooves has provided

greater bandwidths (Zvic. Y., 1975_.
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FAST-WAVE ARTIFICIAL DIELECTRIC (INDEX

HEll HYBRID MODE __-_"_/_

PROPAGATING IN HORN _ __

Figure 3-9. Fast-wave artificial dielectric-loaded horn.

near the throat produced equal E- and H-plane patterns with low sidelobes

(Satoh, 197Z}; however, the bandwidth reported for this technique was only

25 percent.

Because loading a horn over a large region of its walls with a

dielectric whose index of refraction is greater than unity tends to pull the

fields towards the walls, it seems logical to assume that loading a horn

similarly with an artificial dielectric with an index of refraction less than

unity would tend to force the fields away from the walls. The latter result

is desirable and is the same effect obtained with the corrugated horn. The

corrugations, however, must be limited to certain ranges in depth, i.e. ,

between k/4 and k/2 deep or between some similar multiple such as 3 k/4

and k. It is this limitation that restricts the bandwidth of such horns.

The corrugations in a corrugated horn appear anisotropic to the mode

propagating in the horn. As a result, they operate primarily on the fields

in the E-plane and leave the H-plane undisturbed. This phenomenon is

beneficial because, in conventional horns, the E-plane pattern is the one
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with high sidelobes and a low beam efficienc F due to the uniform field

distribution in that plane. In the design of fast-wave, artificial dielectricall F

loaded conical horns, use of an anisotropic-loading structure would also

probably be desirable to achieve the same results. Such a structure can be

most easily acconlplished by the etching of a configuration of thin radiailv

directed conductin_ strips on thin dielectric sheets. Xurnerou_ st_ch sheets

would be arrayed t_ form a periodic structure extending fror_ near the throat

out to the aperture of the horn. Tile conducting strips _._ould be positioned

on each sheet in s',lch a _,.ay that they would start at the \_al| and extend part

\_a,, in to,,,.ard the axis of the horn.

In the corrugated conical horn. the principal mode generated is the

HEll hybrid mode. Hence, for the performance of the corrugated horn to

be duplicated in a dielectrically loaded configuration, the fast-wave dielectric

in conjunction with the normal modes in the new horn must tend to generate

the same hybrid mode. An analysis of the modal relationships within a

loaded horn is needed before the presence of the hybrid mnde can be

confirmed.

Detailed design of the fast-wa_e artificial dielectric can follow

pre_ious work along this line. Three-dimensional grids of parallel conduc-

tors have been anai,.'zed and reported extensively in the literature {Rotman,

1062: Brown, 1953: Came and Brown, 1958: Skwirzvnski and Tkackrav, 1959;

Goodail and .Iacason. 19591. In the case of interest, in which the conductors

ha_e _erv good conductivity and the E-_ector is parallel to the conductors,

it is shown that the propagation characteristics of such a medium are very

similar to those of a ,.va_eguide. The structure has a cutofi waxelength

below which no propagation takes place. Just abo_e cutoff, the :_hase velocity

of the wave is much greater than the free-space veloci_}" of propagation: as

the frequency increases, the phase ',elocitv decreases and approaches the

free-space _e[ocitv asFmptotica[l',- as the frequency approaches infinit F. At

some relatively high trequenc F the structure is capable of carrying higher-

order modes, and thus. its bandwidth for wa_es incident normal to the

surface is from some point not too close to cutoff to quite dose to the higher-

order mode region. If the spacing be._ween conductors is on the order of
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0. lk at the lowest operating frequency, the higher-order modes cannot be

generated until that spacing equals 0. 5k at the higher frequency. Hence,

the bandwidth is 5 to 1. However, it should be noted that the index of refrac-

tion would be changing throughout this band in proportion to the ratio k /k
J

o g
where k is the wavelength in the gridded medium. This large change in

g

dielectric constant may be detrimental for some appIications but should not

affect its use in conical horns, as proposed here, provided that the loaded

region of wall is sufficiently long in terms of wavelengths to make the wave

lift off the surface in the E-plane.

A factor that may limit the bandwidth more severely than the

generation of higher order modes is the fact that the medium starts to become

anisotropic in the plane perpendicular to the conductors as the conductor

spacing becomes greater than about 0.2k o. This characteristic may be

seriously detrimental to the operation of the conical horn and requires

investigation.

3. 3 OFFSET PARABOLOIDAL ANTENNAS

Because initial review suggested that a reflector antcnna was superior

to both array- and lens systems for the multi-frequency dual-polarized radio-

meter application, an intensive compuLer study was performed of a promis-

ing offset paraboloidal reflector fed by corrugated conical horns. Two

different feed horns were used: one horn covered two X-band frequencies,

6. 6 and 10. 7 GHz, and the second covered three higher frequencies {18, 21,

and 30 GHz). The reflector had a diameter, D, of 1.25 meters and a focal

length, f, of 0.940 meter. The bottom was offset a distance, h, of 0. 178

meter, as illustrated in Ftgure 3- 10. The horns were tilted up at an angle

of 44. 18 degrees

3. 3. I .Horn Design

Both horns had half-angles of 30 degrees and the same angle of flare.

The X-band horn had an aperture diameter of 6. 075 inches and a corrugation

groove depth of 0.47 inch. The higher frequency horn had an aperture dia-

meter of 2. 228 inches and a groove depth of 0. 25 inch. The feed horns were

designed to provide a taper of approximately 18 dB at the edge of the refiec-

tor. Such a taper provides low sidelobes and low spillover and should result
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Figure 3-10. Geometry of offset paraboloid with feed,

in relatively high beam efficiencies. The relatively large flare angle is

required to make the feed beamwidth insensitive to frequency. The corruga-

tion depth was selected so that the wall reactance was not inductive at the

operating frequencies. Patterns were computed for each horn by use of a

modification of a program supplied by P.D. Potter i 19731.

The primary patterns of the X-band horn at each of the coverage

frequencies are shown in Figure 3-11. Because of the wide flare angle, the

patterns are very similar at both frequencies. The presence of the corruga-

tions also tends to make the E- and H-plane patterns very similar. These

characteristics, i.e., frequency insensitivity and equal E- and H-plane

patterns, are desirable to obtain satisfactory secondary patterns.
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At the higker operating frequencies (18, 21, and 36 GHz) the

corrugation depth had to satisfy approximately the following conditions;

1/2> d"_- > 1/4
18

d
I>_>3/4

X36

1/2 > d____.> 1/4
k21

where d is the depth of the corrugations and k is the wavelength. These

inequalities are satisfied in the region oi the horn mouth for d = 0.25 inch.

However, for frequencies between about 23. 6 and 35.4 GHz, the reactance

is positive and can support surface waves that could degrade the primary

pattern. Patterns of the smaller horn, computed at 18, 21, and 36 GHz, are

presented in Figure 3-12. As was seen for the X-band horn, the patterns

are relatively independent of frequency and have very similar E- and H-plane

patterns.

Ideally, the horns should be positioned so that their phase centers

are at the reflector focus. However, they do not have a precise phase

center, and ira fact, E-plane patterns may have somewhat different phase

centers than H-plane patterns. Thus, only approximate phase centers can

be determined, and the positions of these vary as a function of frequency.

When the horns are used at several frequencies, they must thus be positioned

at some compromise location. A selection technique used was location of

the horn at a weighted mean between the approximate phase centers of the

highest and lowest frequency. This position was selected so that the electri-

cal shift from the correct phase center was equal at the two frequencies.

The position of the horn is established by specification of the location of

the point in the center of the horn aperture. For the lower frequency horn.

the position relative to the focus was 7.24 cm along the axis touard the reflec-

tor and up 7. 03 cm. For the higher frequency horn. the position relative to

the focus was 2. 73 cn_ to_ard the reflector and up 2. o7 crn.
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3.3.2 Secondary Patterns OF POOR QUALITY

Radiation patterns of the reflector feed combination were computed

at the five frequencies of interest for both vertical and horizontal polariza-

tion. The desired polarization and the cross-polarized component of the

radiation field are shown over a region near the main beam and first few

sidelobes in Figures 3-13 through 3-17. The patterns were computed with

a vector physical optics program thaL suggested excellent resul:.s for this

angular region. Because of the symmetry of the antenna, the patterns are

symmetrical in azimuth so that only half of each azimuth pattern is shown.

The symmetry is not preserved in the elevation plane, and patterns are

illustrated both above and below the boresight direction. The eifect of

positioning the feed horns at some point other than the phase center is evident

in the null filling and skewing of the skirts of the beams, but the major por-

tion of the main beams are preserved down to nearly the -20 dB level.

Nearly all remaining sidelobes are more than 30 dD below the peak. The

cross-polarization vanishes in the elevation cuts. In the azimulh cuts it

rises to a peak value slightly off the bean_ axis, but slit1 within the main

beam. All cross-polarized principal maxima are greater than 23. 3 dB

below the peak of the main beam and appear to fall off rapidly beyond the

maximum.

3. 3. 3 Beam Efficiency

Beam efficiency, rlB, is the fraction of total power supplied by the

horn that is contained within the main beam and has the correct polarization.

In terms of _he gain function of the desired polarization, G d (0, _), it is

given by the following expression.

t l/" Gd
- J main beam
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where the integral is taken over the main beam. The gain, G d, is defined

relative to the total power radiated by the feed horn and thus includes the

effects of cross polarization and spillover. Losses due to dissipation,

fabrication tolerances, and other errors are not included.

Determination of the exact extent of the main beam from the calculated

patterns is somewhat arbitrary: because of phase errors, the first null tends

to fill in and, in some cases, coalesces into a shoulder on the main beam.

The values used in the calculations were those that would be expected if there

were no full filling and were selected by extrapolation of the undistorted

portion of the main beam down toward a null. The corresponding beamwidths

and beam efficiencies are included in Tables 3-2 and 3-3, which is a sum-

mary of the characteristics of the antennas at each frequency.

3. 3.4 Cross-Polarization Isolation

Direct calculation of cross-polarization isolation requires calculation

of the secondary pattern of the reflector over a half-space and integration of

the power in the resulting cross-polarized component of the field. For

antennas of the size considered in this study, such a procedure would require

excessive computer time and is impractical. However, an estimation of the

relative level of the cross-polarized signal from the patterns already calcu-

lated is possible and was accomplished.

When the power in the main beam with the desired polarization and

the spillover have been accounted for, the remaining power must be in

sidelobes and in cross-polarized fields. In nearly all the azimuth patterns,

the cross-polarized component appears to be at least I0 dB below the

sidelobe level, on the average. In the elevation patterns the cross-polarized

component is negligible. It was assumed that the cross-polarized com-

ponents decrease smoothly from a value I0 dB below the sidelobe level

down to a negligible value. With this assumption, the integrated value

should be an additional 3 dB below the integrated value of the sidelobe

energy. This result may be expressed by the following relation.

cp
P - a.+l 1 p

o o
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where a is the estimated ratio of integrated cross-polarized power to

integrated sidelobe power, P is the integrated cross-polarized power,
cp

is the main-beam power in the desired polarization, P is the spillover
sp

power, and P is the total radiated power. For the estimate made in this
O

study, a was taken to be 1/20. Then, with values of beam efficiency and

spillover from Tables 3-2 and 3-3, the worst case gives a value of cross-

polarization isolation of -26 dB.

PB

3.3.5 Accuracy of Calculations

The patterns were calculated by means of various theoretical

approaches that inherently involve approximations. For example, the pri-

mary horn patterns were computed under the assumption that a single HEll

conical waveguide mode exists on the spherical cap at the horn aperture and

concentric with the horn vertex. In addition, any /ringing fields over the

remainder of the spherical surface were neglected. This latter approxima-

tion is equivalent to the assumption that the horn is located in a conducting

spherical surface as illustrated in Figure 3-18. These assumptions are

/ APerTURE

CONDUCTING --

SPHERICAL

SHELL

Figure 3-18. Equivalent corrugated conical horn geometry.
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reasonable when the HE II mode is balanced, because then the fields all

vanish at the aperture edge and the presence or absence of the conducting

shell makes little difference. If the mode balance is poor, then the fields

are not all small at the aperture edge and the calculated patterns will depart

somewhat from those predicted by the mathematical model. The degree of

departure will depend on the mode imbalance. Checks against measurements

over a fairly wide frequency range indicate that the errors in the calculated

patterns remain quite small, at least over most of the main region of the

horn pattern (Clarricoats and Saha 1971). In addition, the computer program,

as written, only approximates the conical waveguide HEll mode by curving

the mode for a cylindrical guide over spherical surfaces within the horn.

This approximation is good for small to moderate flare angles but can be

expected to be in error for large flare angles. It was checked against the

results of Clarricoats and Saha for a 30-degree half-angle flare, and agree-

ment is good.

The secondary patterns of the horn reflector combinations were

computed by use of physical optics. This method yields excellent results,

especially around the main beam and near-in sidelobes, for reflectors that

are large in wavelengths, as are the ones considered in this study. In

addition to the inherent approximations in the method of physical optics, the

accuracy of the results depends on the precision with which the integration

over the reflector is performed. By adjustment of the integration step size

to a 41-by-41 grid, the accuracy of the gains of the main beam are estimated

to be within four to five hundredths of a dB, and the first sidelobes to be

within a few tenths oI a dB, of the values that would be obtained from a

perfect integration.

The calculation of beam efficienc): requires an integration of the gain

function over the main beam. It has been found that a 10-by-10 grid with

quadratic interpolation over the beam or, as in the cases of azimuthal

s)_mmetry in this study, a 10-by-5 grid is adequate to obtain the beam

efficiency to within a few tenths of a percent.

After the pattern and beam efficiency calculations had b6en performed,

a misprint was discovered in one statement of :he computer program. This
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statement was corrected, and several cases were rerun to determine the

extent of change from the previously computed patterns. These new

patterns are shown in Figure 3-19. There is essentially no difference in

the main beam regions between these patterns and those previously com-

puted. The levels and details of the sidelobe structures are slightly diffe-

rent, but not enough to affect the calculations of beam efficiency significantly.

Consequently, recomputation of all the cases was not considered necessary.

5O 50
t I I

6.6 GHz

-5 0 5

ELEVATION ANGLE (O_ree$)
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40
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n- 20--
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Figure 3-19. Corrected radiation patterns of offset reflector

with corrugated horn feed. (Vertical

polarization). Cross-polarized conlponent
vanishes in elevation plane.
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3. 3.6 Integration for Spillover Calculation

The spillover loss was obtained by integration of the power pattern

of the feed horn over the angular region subtended by the reflector as seen

from the horn location. Because of the complicated relationships expressing

the angular coordinates of the horn in its coordinate system in terms of the

reflector angular coordinates in its coordinate system, determination of an

exact expression for the limits on the angle of integration was impractical;

consequently, the following scheme was used.

The horn coordinate 8h was subdivided into sufficiently" small

increments so that integration over @h from 0 to _ by use of Simpson's rule
-5

with m=2 gave an accuracy of at least 3 parts in i0 The resulting step

size in @h was i. 18 degrees. The theta integration out to the reflector's

edge for each value of 4 was then carried out by a test of each point to see

if it lay- inside or outside the reflector limits. If it lay outside, the value

of the integrand was set equal to zero and the integration on theta was

terminated.

Such a procedure results in some error, because the exact edge of

the reflector n_ay be missed by up to the width of one increment. For the

increment size used, the maximum error is estimated at somewhat less

than about +0. 05 dB. However, because both positive and negative errors

can be expected to occur for different values of q;h' the actual error will be

less than that value. Since actual horn "3atterns will vary from the theore-

tical ones used, it is not considered necessary to attempt to imorove the

accuracy of the calculations at this time.

The results of the O h integration were then integrated over ch"

Because the horn power patterns are nearl}" independent of q_h' fewer subdi-

visions were required in q_h" The step size used was 4.74 degrees, which

introduced negligible error into the ¢ integration.

3. 3. 7 Tolerances in Reflector Antennas

The effects of surface irregularities in reflectors are increased

sidelobe levels and reduced beam efficiencies. Ruze (1966) discusses these

effects for large pencil beam antennas; his results are pertinent to
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the radiometer study. In terms of an rms effective surface error, c,

mean gain pattern is given by the following equation;

the

G (0,_) : G O (0 4))e = + _ e = 62n
' n'n! e

=(u cu/k)2/n

(3-l)

where

u= sin0

c = correlation distance on surface (c << diameter)

6 :- 4rr_/k

The first term on the right-hand side is the unperturbed pattern multiplied

by a factor e -52 that reduces the gain. The second term is a rather broad

pattern that affects the peak gain somewhat but affects mainly the sidelobe

level. For a given design peak sidelobe level, this term must be sufficiently

below the design level that the latter is not changed significantly.

As an example of the magnitude of this term relative to the beam

peak, the expression was evaluated for a i20-k aperture for two values of

/k, 1/16 and 1/32, which at 36-GHz represent rms errors of approxi-

mately 20 and I0 mils, respectively, over a l-meter aperture. A correla-

tion distance of 50_- was assumed in the calculations. For the case of _ /k =

1/32, the term near the beam axis is down about -38 dB from the peak or

about 13 dB below the desired -25 dB sidelobe level. This value can cause the

sidelobe level to increase approximately 0.2 dB on the average but could

result in individual sidelobes significantly higher. An rms error of I /16

provides much more significant degradation because the error term is now

only about -25 dB below the beam peak, i.e., equal to the design sidelobe

level.
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The beam efficiency may he obtained by integration of Equation {3-I)

over the main beam and comparison of the result with an integration over all

angles, The resulting e×pression is as follows.

E(O I) = e EO(O I) + I -e

n=l

_ !rr c sin 8 1/_)z

° )

where 01 represents the beam edge and the term E 0 (01) is the beam

efficiency without any errors. The summation represents power in the

main beam due to scattering by surface irregularities and is generally much

. It is seen that the beam efficiency is essentially reduced
sn_aller than Er]6Z 2
by the factor e ; therefore, for a high beam efficienc'/, the rms phase

error 6 must be kept small.

Two examples were worked out. In the first, 01, the angle from, the

beam axis to the first null, is 0. 383 degree. This value corresponds to a

0.29 degree half-power beamwidth (a 2-rne_er aperture at 36 GHz and a

25-dB design sidelobe levell. The results are shown in Table 3-4. A value

of c = 50_ was used in these cMculations, where c is the correlation distance.

TABLE 3-4. EFFECT OF TOLERANCES ON BEAM

EFFICIENCIES FOR FIRST EXAMPLE

0.020

0.03125

0.0625

E (0. 383 °)

0.939 E (0.383 ° )
o

0.857 E (0. 383 ° )
o

0.540 (E (0. 383 ° ) + 0. 003)
o
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At 36 GHz, k = 0. 328 inch, and an rms variation of 0. 02k corresponds

to about 6 mils. Thus, for the beam efficiency not to degrade significantly

from its zero-error value, fairly tight tolerances are required at the high

frequency end of the band.

In the second example, 8 is 5. 636 degrees. This angle corresponds

to a half-power beamwidth of 4.27 degrees (l-meter aperture at 5 GHz and

25-dB design side[obes). The results are shown in Table 3-5.

TABLE 3-5. EFFECT OF TOLERANCES ON BEAM

EFFICIENCIES FOR SECOND EXAMPLE

0. 020

0. 03125

E (5. 636 °)

0. 939 (E °

0. 857 (E °

(5. 656 ° ) + 0.00585)

(5. 636 ° ) + 0.03343)

At 5 Ghz, k = 2. 362 inches, so that an rms variation of 0. 02 corresponds to

about 50 mils, a much more easily realized value than 6 mils for the

2-meter aperture at 36 GHz.

For deep reflectors, the surface error is not exactly equal to the

effective error, e, since the rays do not al[ strike the surface normally

but at varying angles across the reflector. Ruze (1966) relates _ to the

actual surface errors. In actuality, e is somewhat less than the rrns surface

error. For example, if /Xn represents the surface error measured normal

to a paraboloidal surface at a radius p from the paraboloidal axis, then the

effective error ((p) at that radius is

Arl
_(p) :

_/1 + (p/2f) 2
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If this effective error is averaged over the aperture, the resulting average
value of _ is given by

= 0.818 An or An = 1.?.2 c .For an f/D of 1/4, this expression gives _av av

For an rms error of 0.03125k, the actual error will be about 0.3 nun

for a two-meter aperture for a reduction of beam efficiency to a value of

85 percent. Thus even for a 100-percent efficient error-free aperture, the

85-percent efficiency means that only 0. ? dB can be lost due to energy in the

sidelobe levels, including all factors. For the aperture mentioned, the

0. 3 rnm corresponds to a phase error of about 22 degrees.

The required tolerance limits will affect the construction methods

utilized in the formation of the reflectors and will thereby" influence weight

and cost. A more detailed analysis of tolerance requirements needs to be

made.

The results of these tolerance calculations for a particular set of

parameters are presented in Figure 3-30. The following assumptions have

been made.

1. Rms tolerances are uniform across the aperture.

2. Beam efficiency is 95 percent for a perfect reflector.

From Figure 3-20, a 1-meter dish would require a 0.2-ram surface tolerance

when operated at 36 GHz.
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Figure 3-20. Maximum aperture diameter as a function

of rms surface roughness for an overall beam

efficiency of 85 percent (95-percent efficiency

assumed for perfectly smooth reflector).

3.4 MULTIPLE REFLECTOR SYSTEM

A multiple reflector system consisting of two offset paraboloids

mounted one above the other (Figure 3-21) is a possible approach for obtain-

ing coaxial beams at all five frequency bands. In this scheme, two corru-

gated conical horns would be used to feed both reflectors. The horn feeding

the lower reflector would co_er the 18-, 21-, and 36-GHz bands, and the

horn feeding the upper reflector would cover the 6. 6- and I0.7 GHz bands.

The whole assembly-- reflectors, feed lines, and feeds-- would scan as a

unit over the desired azimuth angle.
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Figure 3-21. Dual offset

paraboloid system.

This concept has the advantage of being quite simple from an

electrical design point of view. However, it poses a considerable mechani-

cal problem in that both reflectors must maintain nearly" perfect alignment

while being scanned at a rate fast enough to cover the swath at 36 GHz. It

has the further disadvantage of being awkward, from both a packaging and

a driving standpoint.
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3. 5 SINGLE REFLECTOR WITH DICHROIC MIRROR

A modification of the two-reflector system that would allow the two

horns to feed a single reflector to provide five coaxial beams is a viable

candidate for the radiometer antenna. In this approach, a frequency-selective

flat surface, perforated with crossed slots, is placed in the path of the rays

converging on the normal focus of the paraboloid, so that some of the incoming

waves are thereby reflected to a virtual focus at a point removed from the

normal focus (point F in Figure 3-22). This approach is analogous to one of

the techniques disclosed in a Hughes patent application covering methods by

which broadband performance can be obtained from waveguide lenses

(Kummer and Seaton, 1973). The range of frequencies is most conveniently

split at a point approximately midway between the I0- and 18-GHz bands.

BEAM AT
APPROX. 45°

CORRUGATED
fEED HORN
FOR LOW
FREQUENCY
RANGE

REFLECTOR

CORRUGAIED
FEED HORN
FOR HIGH
FREQUENCY
RANGE

Figure 3-22. Multi-band dichroic reflector

system.
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As presently conceived, the 6. 6- and I0. 7-GHz bands would be reflected to

F', while the 18-, Zl-, and 36-GHz bands would pass through the dichroic

surface to the normal focus at F. Thus, the dichroic surface would act as

a spatial high-pass filter.

Studies conducted at Hughes indicate that such a filter can be con-

structed in either of two ways. The first way, which involves the use of

two perforated plates, is an extension of earlier work at Hughes on perfo-

rated plates {Chen, 1971; Chen, 1973). The second way involves the use of

a number of layers of reactive screens; by the proper choice of shunt

inductance (or capacitance) in the screens and the spacing between them, a

high-pass (or low-pass) filter can be obtained with a cutoff frequency

between the I0- and 18-GHz bands.

As in the two-reflector system, the feeds for this a11-band system

would be two corrugated conical horns.

The complete antenna assembly, consisting of main reflector,

dichroic surface, and feed horns, would have to be scanned as a unit. The

scan axis would be oriented at 45 degrees to the main bean-, as shown in

Figure 3-22 and would be positioned so that the total mass would be approxi-

mately balanced. The different polarizations received by each horn would be

separated by an orthomode junction behind the horn, and the frequencies

would be separated by a multiplexer. It can be shown that, when the feed

horns scan with the reflectors about an axis parallel to the local vertical,

as proposed here, polarization purity will be maintained at both the "vertical"

and "horizontal" terminals of the feed horns at all frequencies.

3.5. 1 Dichroic Surface Design

The dichroic surface n_ust be designed to pass one set of frequencies

and to reflecl the other set. {Arnaud and Pelow, 1975; Saleh and Semplak,

197t>). The most logical breakpoint between the pass band and the stop band

is between the 10.7- and 18. 0-GHz frequencies. The surface can be designed

to pass the high frequencies (18. 0, II. 0, and 30. 0 GHzi and to reflect the low

frequencies (_._ and 10.7 GHzl, or vice versa. The clichroic sheet could also

be designed with either a flat or a curved surface. If a curved surface w'ere
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used, it would have to be hyperboloidal in shape to focus the reflected waves

properly at a new focus (Agra_val and Imbriale, 1976). That portion of the
antenna system would then become an offset Cassegrainian antenna.

There are three passible approaches to the electrical design ol the
dichroic surface (Schennum, 1973), all variations of filter theory. The first

and simplest is the use of two identical sheets of conducting material that are

rather widely spaced and perforated with slots that are resonant in the pass
band; the second is an extension of Chebyshev and Butterworth filter theory

to spatial configurations; and the third is an application of the theory of

periodically loaded lines to arrays of gratings or screens in free space. The

first approach, the two-tayer bandpass design, is considered as a baseline

configuration and is discussed in detail below.

3. 5.2 Baseline Electrical Design:::

The basic building block of the bandpass filter is a flat sheet of metal

pierced by a set of identical holes I Pelton and Munk, 1974). The holes may

be in the form of electrically small round holes or slots resona,lt in the upper

half of the o. _- to 3t_-GHz frequency band. The resonant frequency occurs

when the wavelength is approximately equal to the circumference. At the

resonance of the slots, the incident energy is transmitted _ithout loss. The

transmission characteristics for one design are shox_n in Figure 3-23. The

design is for a bandpass filter with the passband being at the high end of the

band, Below resonance, the slots become reactive, and the comptete sheet

becomes reflective. The reflection and transmission bands can be inter-

changed by use of a shorted dipole imprinted on an electrically transparent

sheet as the dual to the slot. There is limited control over the slope between

reflection and transmission bands so that transmission at frequencies close

to the slope is lossv.

The data shown in Figure 3-23 are for transmission normal to the

surface. It is evident that the rays enter from a normal direction up to an

angle of 63 degrees for the _esign considered. The changes in both amplitude

and phase as a function of angle for each transmission frequency are impor-

tant because these changes will cause a degradation in the beam efficiency

#The design is due to N.C. Olsen
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Figure 3-z3. Transmission characteristics at normal incidence

of one-plate bandpass filter.

due to the phase and amplitude errors across the aperture. Another effect

occurs as the angle of incidence departs from the normal. The spacing of

the slots becomes larger when measured normal to the direction of propaga-

tion. Thus, electrical spacing for all angles of incidence must be such that

grating lobes are not formed. The use of non-uniforn_ spacing that is adjusted

to angle of incidence con-lplicates construction hut obviates most of these

problems.

A second sheet of identica/ design placed a suitable distance behind

the first one will increase the steepness of the slope between transmission

and reception bands. Because the resonant frequency is th_ same for two

sheets, all the energy will be transmitted irrespective of the spacing between

the two sheets at the resonant frequency. For another frequency, say

36 GHz, the spacing can be adjusted for complete transmission also. The

reflections from the second sheet cancel those of the first one to form a

resonant cavity as sketched in Figure 3-24. The incident wave tIN C is
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Figure 3-24.

IHEET I SHEET 2

Energy around dichroic
surface.

partially transmitted (ET1) and partially reflected (ERI) by sheet 1. ETI is

partially transmitted by sheet 2 (ET2} and partially reflected (ERa). The

latter is partially transmitted by sheet 1 toward the source (ERZT1) and so

forth. It is possible for the spacing to be adjusted so that the summation of

all the waves transmitted toward the source is equal to zero. The summa-

tion of these partially transmitted amplitudes (ER2T1...) is equal but 180

degrees out of phase with ER1. Because the system is lossless, all the

energy must be transmitted to the right. The losses for a one-sheet and a

corresponding two-sheet design for two variations of the basic design are

shown in Table 3-6. It will be noted that the reflection coefficient is less

at 10 GHz because of the proper phasing of the reflected energy.

For an effective design of two flat conducting plates perforated with

holes to be achieved, their combined performance characteristics must be

predicted before actual fabrication. Although an exact solution of the prob-

lem is not available, the problem can be reduced to the mathem:ical model

of a doubly periodic grid ofidenticalholes and infinite extent, and a very good

approximation can be achieved. The model is designed to include slots with
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TABLE 3-6. TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION LOSSES

OF VARIATIONS OF BASIC DESIGN

a. Design A: Spacing = 0. 215 inch

Loss for Nor_al Incidence (dB)

Single Sheet Two Sheets
Frequency

(GHz) Reflection Transmission Retlection Transmission

5

10

18

22

36

0.3

1.3

1.43

0.40

1.5o

0. 009

0.13

0.01

0.47

0.0

b. Design B: Spacing = 0. 180 inch

Frequencv
(GHz}

5

10

18

22

36

Loss for Normal Incidence (dB)

Single Sheet Two Sheets

Reflection

0.54

2.40

Transmission Reflection

0.03

0.36

T ran smi ssion

0.14

0.12

10.43

0. 004

0.21

0.06

arbitrarily linear polarized amplitudes at arbitrary angles of incidence. The

higher mode coupling between the two sheets is neglected. Effects are signifi-

cant only when the spacing between the sheets is small in terms of the wave-

length of the impinging signal. Effects become noticeable for spacings less than
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three-eighths of a wavelength. For design variation A shown in Table 3-6,

a 0.215-inch spacing is 0.66k at 35 GHz but only 0. lk at 5 GHz. The com-

puter programs are based on this model, and their accuracy has been veri-
fied by comparisons of the computed results with those available in the

literature and by the use of the computed data in the successful design of a
metallic X-band conical radome.

The types cf slots that should be considered in the design of the sheets

include crossed, folded, and reentrant slots (Luebbers and Munk, 1975; Munk

and Luebbers, _q74). The computer program can be modified to include the

type of slot selected for the final design.

The angle of incidence as a function of frequent y is another important

parameter to be evaluated. An example, the results for a third variation

of the basic design, based on the use of t_o sheets separated by 0.2623 inch,

are sho_vn in Table 3-7. These values shown are losses versus scan angle

TABLE 3-7. TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION LOSSES

OF DESIGN C

Frequency

(GHz)

10

18

Z2

Incidence

Angle

0

15

3O

45

0

15

3O

45

0

15

30

45
=-

0

15

30
45

Loss (dB)

Vertical Polarization

TransmitReflect

0.01

0.01
0.01

0. 03

0. Ii

O. iZ

0.15

0.25

1.14
0.75

0.07
0.23

1.33

1.18

0.70
0.13
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from 0 to 45 degrees. The lattice is triangular, the slot size is 0. 2712 by
0. 0904 inch, and the slot spacing is 0. 1304 inch vertical and 0.452 inch

horizontal. The somewhat large spacing in the horizontal plane led to

grating lobes at the highest frequency for angles different than normal inci-

dence. For the 36-GHz band to be included, more closely spaced slots must
be used.

The predicted results for a smaller lattice are shown in Table 3-8.

The design was intended for incidence angles up to 45 degrees, but results

TABLE 3-8. TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION LOSSES OF DESIGN D:::

Frequency"

(GHz)

10.7

18

21

36

Incidence

Angle

0

15

3O

45

60

0

15

3O

45

6O

0

15

30

45

6O

0

15

3O

45

6O

0

15

30

45

6O

Loss (dB) Loss (dBI

Horizontal

Vertical Polarization Polarization

Reflect Transmit Reflect Transmit

0.00

0.04

0.46

I. I0

1.25

0. 92

0.60

0. 08

0. Ii

0.49

0.28

0.31

0.30

0.13

0.01

O. 02

O. 02

0.01

0.01
0.0!

0.24

0.20
0.13

0.07

0.02

O. 04

0.05
0.05

0.09
O. 24

0.43

O. 44

0.50

0.71

1.39

O.

O.
2.

6.

12.

O.
O.

O.

1.
7.

O.
O.

O.
5.

21.

05

29

02

41

21

97

59

O0

74

47

O0

Ol

49

80

8

<_The original frequency of 5 GHz rather than
was used in these calculations.

the modified value of 6.6 GHz
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are shown for angles to 60 degrees. Some improvement in design for the

larger incidence angles is possible, but it must be anticipated that such

improvement will be accompanied b_" a degradation in performance at other

incidence angles. The slot dimensions are such (0. 192 by 0. 166 inch in a

triangular lattice of 0. 360 inch by 0. 104 inch) that crossed slots are not

necessary; the design is adequate for both senses of linear polarization,

although the results for horizontal polarization are less than desired for

the transmission band at the larger incidence angles. The data shown are

for the vertical plane in which the incidence angles are as large as 63.4

degrees. For the t_orizontal plane, the incidence angles are less than

approximatel_ 31. 7 degrees. A/though no data are shown for the horizontal

plane, the results would be approximately" the same as those for the vertical

plane at comparable incidence angles.

Several design conclusions can be drawn from these resuhs:

I. The single sheet should be designed to have the optimal

perfornlance at the angle of incidence that will have the

maximum incident energy.

Z. The separation of the pair of sheets should be optimized

for the same angle.

3. This optimization may not be adequate to cover a 0 to 63-

degree scan for all five of the frequencies.

The sheet can be designed into several zones. The shapes of the zones will

be determined by the angle of incidence between the rays from the horn and

the surface.

3. 5.3 Tolerances

The effects of tolerances on the dichroic surface can be examined

separately for the reflection and transmission bands. Because the mirror is

a good reflector at the low frequencies, the primary design goal is as fiat a

sheet as is necessary. Thus, a tolerance value close to that specified for

the reflector should be adequate.

In the transmission band, the absolute flatness is not so important as

the spacing and uniformity of the dielectric constant. A motion of the entire

sheet will cause little or no distortion of the wavefront. Figure 3-Z5 shows
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Figure 3-35. Computed losses at normal incidence for two-plate

!_andpass filter with 0. 215±0. 004-inch separation

between plates.

the computed losses at normal incidence ol a two-plate bandpass filter for a

tolerance of +0. 004 inch. Data at +250 MHz are also shown, This particular

design is not very sensitive to tolerances; however, it also does not ._ive the

lowest possible lrar_smission loss in the 21-GHz band {see Table 3-b). It is

expecled that an alignment of better than 0. 001 inch would be maintained in

the mechanical design chosen.

3. 6 WEIGHTS OF REFLECTORS

The weights of several reflectors that have been constructed for

space applications are summarized i:_ Table 3-9. For a given type of

construction, the weights may be scaled approximately as the square of

the diameter over about a 2-to-I variation in diameters (TDRSS Users

Guide, 1976}.
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In addition to reflectors and arrays, lens antennas were considered

for systems to be scanned by motion of the feed relative to the aperture.

Lenses have an additional degree of freedom over reflectors in that both

surfaces of the lens are available for pattern control. As a result, it is

possible to obtain wide-angle beam scan by proper positioning of feeds in the

focal region, without significant pattern deterioration. Because lenses do

not suffer from the problem of aperture blockage, they can be used in sym-

metrically-fed arrangements. With such arrangements, patterns are more

easily maintained as the beam is scanned. Lenses are also amenable to

multiple-beam operation. The beam scans required for the radiometer

application are primarily in one dimension as discussed in Appendix A.

Therefore, the lenses need not be rotationally symmetric about [heir bore-

sight direction. Several types of lenses are discussed in this section.

4. I WIDE-ANGLE SCANNED CONSTRAINED LENS

Constrained lenses, which do not obey Snell's law, may be designed

to scan over fairly broad angular regions. These lenses use transmission

lines or parallel metal plates that constrain the waves to follow prescribed

paths. If the metal plates are arranged in an egg-crate fashion so that they

form square don'_inant mode waveguides, then waves of any polarization will

be accepted and constrained to follow these waveguides. By adjustment of

the input and output surfaces of these lenses, desirable radiation character-

istics may be obtained over relatively wide scan angles. Such lenses are

discussed by Ruze (1950_, and the example considered here is illustrated

in Figure 4-I.
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FEED LOCUS

Figure 4-i. Constrained lens.

The lens considered is two-dimensional; however, the general

technique applies approximately to three-dimensional lenses, although the

actual numbers obtained for that case would be different. The lens aperture,

D, is 72 wavelengths and f0/D = 1. 5. It is so designed that, with the feed

located on a feed locus of radius f0' there are no phase errors in the aper-

ture for feeds positioned at angles of ±45 degrees with the axis. With the

feed on axis at -f0' there is no quadratic phase error over the aperture.

Under these conditions the antenna is capable of scanning a I degree (half-

power beamwidth) beam over a ±50-degree range.

between the f/D ratios, the ha/f-power beamwidth,

angle, for this type of lens as

0 : 93 °
S

For the particular antenna considered,

so that

Ruze also gives a relation

and O s, the total scan

i/3

it can be found that BW I/Z = 65° k/D

0 : 374 °
S

k/D

1/3

For D -- 75k and f0/D : 1.50 this relation gives 0' S

stantial agreement with the experimental results.

= 113 degrees, in sub-
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ZONED WAVEGUIDE LENSES

Hughes has undertaken a program to theoretically and experimentally

investigate the zoned waveguide lens. Electrical and mechanical designs have

been studied and a 5-foot diameter X-band lens fabricated on the basis of these

studies. The waveguide lens was designed for a constant index of refraction

and a single focus on axis following the equations of Dion and Ricardi (1971).

It was fabricated from a large number of square waveguide cells, bonded

together, and exhibited excellent electrical characteristics at the design fre-

Typical patterns are sho_-n in Figure 4-2.quency over a +10-degree scan angle.
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The experimental investigation of waveguide lenses was continued

theoretically with lenses ranging in size from 3 to 10 feet in diameter

(Samso 1973). The computer program developed by Dion (1969) was extended

for use in these calculations. The feed position was optimized for lowest

sidelobe level at the design frequency for every beam position within the

field of view. Patterns were computed for several design sidelobe levels,

frequencies, and scan angles for 3-, 5-, 7-I/2-, and 10-foot lenses. The

beam positions are described in Figure 4-3.

Because there are so many variables in the design of waveguide

lenses, a summary of the characteristics of lenses of various diameters has

been prepared in Table 4-I. It can be seen that the waveguide lens has

application over a limited bandwidth and that sidelobes deteriorate increas-

ingly as a function of size of lens, scan angle, and bandwidth. The weights

of waveguide lenses of various diameters and wall thicknesses were also

calculated and are provided in Table 4-2. The lens model used in these

calculations is an assembl F of square waveguide elements bonded together

with epoxy adhesive; structural ribs divide the lens into modules small

enough so that the waveguide elements can withstand the applied loads.

3 " go
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Figure 4-3. Beam positions.
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TABLE 4-2. WEIGHTS OF WAVEGUIDE LENS ASSEMBLIES

Weight at Various Wall Thicknesses (pounds)

Diameter

(feet) At 0. 002 in At 0. 004 in At 0. 006 in At 0. 008 in At 0. 010 in

1.5

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I0

1.3

2.5

5.8

11.1

18.8

29.2

42. 9

60.4

81.9

108. 0

2.1

3.8

9.3

17.5

29.5

45.0

65.4

90. 7

122. 0

159.4

3.0

5.4

12.6

24.2

39.8

60.5

87.6

119.9

160.4

205. 8

3.9

7.0

16.2

30.4

50.7

76. 3

108. 0

149. 7

198. 9 '

255. 4

4.8

8.6

20.0

36.2

60.7

92.4

131.0

176. 7

235.4

305. 1

4. 3 BOOTLACE LENSES

Bootlace lenses are a class of lens antennas in which two arrays of

radiators are connected by TEM cables as illustrated in Figure 4-4. Because

the basic phasing network is inherently broadband, the bootlace lens antenna

tends to have radiation patterns that vary only slightly over bandwidths as

large as 20 percent. The bandwidth is li*nited b F the bandwidth of the ele-

ments comprising the input and output surfaces. Furthermore the availa-

bility of two surfaces allows the designer the opportunity to optimize pattern

performance over a field of view.

If beam steering is to be used the choice of the shapes of the two

surfaces is determined by a well known theorem in optics, the Abb_ Sine

Condition (Born and Wolf, 1959). The Abb_ Sine Condition refers to a

general optical system with an axis of symmetry and a perfect focus. It

provides a condition that results in no first-order phase errors even when

the feed is located off-axis.
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Figure 4-4. Bootlace lens illustrating geometry for
Abb_ Sine Condition.

The Abb_ Sine Condition provides a tool for determining which

bootlace lens configurations are suitabie for further anal_'ses. For example,
th

as shown in Figure 4-4, assume that the n element in the pickup surface

is located a distance x from the axis and is connected through a cable to an
n

element in the radiating surface. If that element is also located a distance

x off-axis, then the Sine Condition implies that the pickup surface of the
n

lens must be spherical with its center on the focus. The analysis also

indicates that the radiating surface should be flat. The cables connecting

the two surfaces should be of equal length for perfect focusing.

Hughes has studied bootlace lens antennas operating at 7.9 GHz

(SAMSO, 1973). Performance and weight calculations were made for lenses

with diameters from 1. 5 to 10 feet. The lens utiiized in the calculations was

considered to be made up of cylindrical elements closely stacked in a tri-

angular arrangement that maximized the number of elements on each lens

surface. Two semi-rigid coaxial cables joined the operating pairs of lens

elements on opposite faces of the lens. The elements were enclosed in a

structural cylinder and then foamed in place to fill all regions not occupied

by elements and coaxial cable. Fiberglass plates of the various lens

diameters were bonded in place on both lens surfaces. Three different

radiating element sizes and two different types of coaxial lines were included

in the weight calculations; the results of these calculations for each case are
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summarized in Table 4-3. Dissipative loss estimates, made for three

different coaxial lines and the three different element sizes, are shown in

Figure 4-5.

Wesley and Tomita (1971) designed an experimental bootlace lens for

operation from 8.6 to 10.2 GHz. The diameter of this lens was 3 feet, and

the f/D was 0.35. The lens elements were linearly polarized slot radiators

connected by stripline. An 8-element horn, designed for 40-dB sidelobes,

was used to feed the lens. Measurements showed this experimental lens to

TABLE 4-3. WEIGHTS OF BOOTLACE LENSES WITH

COAXIAL CABLE CONNECTORS

Diameter

of

Bootlace

Lens

(feet)

1.5

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

I0

Weight with UT-141 Coaxial
Cable and Elements of

Various Size:: _ (pounds)

Case IICase I

I0 9

18 16

46 38

90 71

156 117

246 179

364 258

513 356

700 476

924 618

Case TTT

13

22

48

86

138

Z05

Z90

393

517

662

-':=Lens Element Sizes (inches)

Weight with UT-701 Coaxial
Cable and Elements of

Various Size::: (pounds)

Case I

8

15

36

68

116

180

262

366

494

646

Case

9

ib

35

65

106

161

231

317

421

545

Case Lll

12

Zl

46

82

13Z

196

Z76

374

490

6Z6
i

Case Diameter Length

I 1.3 2.0

IT 3.0 4.5

lit 4. 5 I0. 0
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have a maximum gain of 34 dB with a 30-dB minimum, sidelobe levels in the
principal planes of 27 dB minimum, an average beamwidth of 3.3 degrees,

and a maximum VSWR of 2:1. The experimental lens structure weighed

29 pounds, but it was estimated that alightweight version would weigh 18

pounds.

Because off-axis scanning was not required with this bootlace lens,

it did not have to have small feeds or an f/D ratio close to unity. Further-

more, use of linear polarization results in a lens element and connecting

structure that are less complex than ones that must carry both senses of

circular polarization. A direct comparison with the lenses discussed above

is thus difficult, but general agreement is apparent. The weight estimates

for lens antennas given in this report (Tables 4-2 and 4-3) are reasonably

conservative.
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5. 0 CONCLUSIONS

Various types of antennas were considered in this study for applica-

tion to a multi-frequency microwave radiometer. Of those considered,

array antennas offer the most flexibility in aperture control. In some con-

figurations, they are compatible with electronic scanning techniques.

Electronic scanning, however, adds significant weight and complexity to

such antennas. Operation at multiple frequencies simultaneously from a

single aperture also adds weight and complexity. Achievement of both

multiple-frequency operation and dual polarization simultaneously from the

same aperture involves extreme co,nplexity and difficulty. Consequently,

it appears that at least four apertures would be required to obtain the desired

coverage with arrays.

Lens antennas offer the possibility of either mechanical scan or, with

the addition of multiple feeds, electronic beam steering. These antennas

are essentially dual-polarization devices. However, relatively lightweight

lenses such as waveguide or bootlace lenses are not sufficiently broadband

to cover the frequency range of interest. Consequently, at least four, and

possibly five, lenses would be required to obtain the desired coverage.

Reflectors and feeds appear to offer the lightest weight configura-

tions. Reflectors are inherently broadband with the bandwidth limited

primarily by the feed. They also have dual-polarization capability and can

be steered in several ways: by motion of the entire antenna, by motion of

the feed relative to the reflector, or by switching among several feeds.

Certain reflector surfaces, for example, Lhe spherical surface or the para-

bolic torus surface, permit wide-angle beam steering by the latter two

methods. The paraboloidal reflector and, in particular, the offset para-

boloidal reflector are not suited to wide angle steering by mechanical or
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electronic motion of the feed. The offset parabolo_d does, however, offer

the possibility of a simple lightweight configuration with no aperture block-

age. It appears that two such reflectors with corrugated feed horns can

cover the entire frequency range and provide both vertical and horizontal

polarization. Use of a dichroic reflector may permit the incorporation

of both feed horns into a single aperture. The general characteristics of

the various types of antennas are summarized in Table 5-1.

Based on the trade-offs summarized in Table 5- 1, it appears that

offset reflectors using corrugated feeds and mechanically rotated as a single

unit are the most promising candidates for the radiometer applications con-

sidered in this study.

The scanning of the paroboloids involves the use of gimbals and

moment compensating schemes. The cost of these parts of the system can

be expensive due to the severe thermal environment and required long life.
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APPENDIX A

DIAGONAL ROW SPACING CALCULATIONS

It can be shown that the diagonal row spacing in the triangular-grid

element arrangement shown in Figure 2-9 is always exactly equal to one

freespace wavelength for rectangular waveguide with infinitely thin walls

when the array is designed to radiate a broadside beam. This relation is

true regardless of the "a" dimension of the waveguide as long as the cutoff

point is not reached and only the TEl0 mode is assumed to propogate. The

proof is as follows.

The geometry relating row spacing, s, to the cutoff wavelength, kc,

and the guide wavelength, kg, is given in Figure A-1. The right triangles

ACD and ABC are similar and have a common angle, a. The expressions

sin a : s/k (A- 1)
.C

and

tan _ : kg/k c (A-Z)

can be written from inspection of Figure A-1. Equation (A-I) is solved for

S,

s = k sin_ (A-3)
C

and Equation (A-Z) is solved for o:,

tan" 1 (kg/_.c) (A-4)
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!0 'By

) /
Figure A- 1.

spacing,
Geometry for determination of row

s, in terms of other waveguide
parame te rs.

Substitution of Equation (A-4) into (A-3) for a then gives

s -- k c sin tan-l[(kg/kc)] (A-5)

in terms of k and k (freespace wavelength) forThe formula for kg c o

'_empty _I (not loaded with dielectric material or any periodic structure)

rectangular waveguide is customarily given as

k 0

_g_ z1 - (_O/_c)
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This equation is often rewritten as
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1 1 1
2 2 2

k 0 k c ;kg

(A-6)

The terms in Equation (A-6) can be related to the sides of a right triangle as

shown in Figure A-2. From this triangle it is apparent that

1/_
C

tan e - i/k - k /kg c
g

8 = tan -1 (k /k c)
g

(A-7)

Substitution of Equation (A-7) into Equation (A-5) for tan -1
(kg/kc) yields

s = k sin0
C

(,¢-8)

&

Figure A-2. Geometrical representation

of equation relating pertinent
wavelengths i.n a waveguide.
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From Figure A-Z, it can be seen that

sin e
1/k c

- 1/×o
(A-9)

Substitution of Equation (A-9) into Equation (A-8) gives

s = Xc (_'O/_c) = _'0

and it is thus proved that the row spacing, s, is always equal to k 0 under

the conditions outlined above.
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APPENDIX B

POSITION IN ANTENNA COORDINATES

For some antenna configurations it may be desirable to fix the

antenna boresight axis along the ground track and to scan the beam relative

to the boresight by motion of a feed or by switching among multiple feeds.

that case it is necessary to determine the required beam positions relative

to the boresight position. These positions may be specified in terms of

azimuth angle, a, and an elevation angle, c, as illustrated in Figure B-1.

In

BORESIGHT
AXIS

\
SCAN
TRACK

Figure B- 1.

BEAM POSITION

Scan coordinates of fixed antenna with boresight

axis at 00.
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These angles are a function of the scan angle _b , the cone angle O c'

boresight angle e . The relationships are given as follows.
O

and the

sin_ = sin ec cos 00 cos 4, - cos ec sin e O

sin 0 sin _p
G'tan o =

sin Oc sin OO cos 4) + cos Oc cos 00

The angle 80 should be picked to minimize the elevation scan angle. It will

generally be selected to provide elevation scans above and below boresight

so that the beam is not scanned too far off-axis. One possibility is to make

the scans above and below the boresight equal Another possibility is to put

the boresight at the angle that gives zero elevation scan at the maximum

azimuth scan, e s" The first condition is given by

tan 80 = tan e c 2

(i + cos qb
s

and the second condition by

tan O0 -- tan Oc cos qbs

For the first condition, for Oc = 45 degrees and _bs = 35 degrees, O0 is

42. 29 degrees. For this case the values of a and _ versus cb are given in

Figure B-Za. The _ versus o is plotted in Figure B-Zb.
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